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, . -T~e ~anton S_abbath schools will unite
.
rn a picmc excurs10n to the "'ro1·e on the
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-Mr. R. C. Bradford and family of Portland, are visiting at D.Bradford's.
-John Faye's city boarders have returned to their homes in New York.

ml good

-Rev,

Mr. Blake will preach

Point school house next Sunday, at

n Bonds
Large
s.
wanted
cements.
·s,
ker,
York.
ices,

rates to the Oxford Co. Fair

next ,1·eek, on the R. F. & B. Round trip
from Canton $r.25, Hartford $r.r5, East
Sumner $1.ro, Buckfield $r.oo, East Hebran 90 cts., West Minot 85 cts. Special
trains the last two days, \,Vednesday and
Thursday, leave So. Paris at 5 .35 P. i\I.
and arrive at Canton at 7.20.
p h 'b 'f
•t h
t b d'
- ro I 1 10n1s s a,·e no cause o e iscouraged by the result of the Maine election. Aaron Clark polled 4000 votes in
round numbers.
This is a gain of nearly
AT Bn1·ANT, General Store.
t f
88
h
E
• h d
c II LucAs,Manuracturing Jeweller and ~fachinist. 300 per cen rom 1 +, w en u st1s a
P HODGE,Blacksmith.
IISI.
At th is rate 15, 000 votes will be
BrcK>1ELL
& STET.SON,
Blacksmiths.
polled in 1888, and the Prohibition
pai-ty
S B1cK"EL'-,Carriage Rcpairin0s.
"·ill hold the balance of power between the
111
th
F
llI.n-o, Blacksmi & Carriage Ironer.
two old partie5.
1
~
;~~er.
-On cotnplaint of 1Ir. Nahun1 l\Ioore,
1
"- H II \YAsununN, Undertaker.
two Frenchman from Gilbertville were ar=--=======--=---=---=---=....:"'.~=-=-=--=~
rested on arrival of the train al Canton
VILLAGE
last Friday, by Deputy Sheriff Barrows,
VICINITY.
iur riotous and disorderly conduct on the
train. The fellows were drinking in the
car,
and caused the passengers to leave the
-State
Fair closed Monday.
car, frightening one lady into a fainting
-Heavy
frost Tuesday morning.
fit. They were kept at the Canton House
-A fine September day Wednesday.
over night, arraigned before Trial Justice
-Androscoggin
Valley Fair Oct. 5, 6 A. Hayford Saturday morning, who fined
and 7•
them each $5.00 and costs, amounting
to
-No cases of diphtheria in town now, about $11.00 each.
we believe.
--F. E. Gibbs, Esq., of Canton, died at
-Miss Celestia.Brown has. returned to his fathe1 's home in Peru, on Tuesday
work for :Miss I-I. ;\[. Glines.
night, Sept. 21. He had resided in CanHJ DES110N,Dry Goods, Groceries, Clothing.
D BRADFORD,
Gcnoral Store.
E F GoFr.n & Co., Hardware.
J llfJ01INsc"', Groceries.
G ,~:?loo RE,Harness Maker and Carriage TrimAC BrcK>1ELL,
l\Iillinery and Fancy Goods.
If M GLINES,Millinery and Fancy Goods.
0 A Bnma11A>r,Groceries & Meats.
MG STROUT,Provision Store.
Ilt•-rcmNsoN & RussELr., Flour, Meal & Grain.
0 G,Drno", Produce Exchange.
M PEABODY,
Dry Goods & Clothing.

at the
2
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-Mr. Will Dearborn of Boston, has returned to his business, after a visit of a
few weeks at his father's.
-The Canton corn factory closes canning Wednesday, having put up this season about 300,CXX)cans of excellent corn.
-Miss Nettie Richardson goes to Boston Saturday, to attend the school of drawing and painting, at the Museum of Fine
Art.
-Ninety-two
got up by
moonlight
Thursday morning and took the 5 o'clock
train for the State Fair at Lewiston,
and
enjoyed a-rainy day.

OUR

Seth Babb has finished hauling his
corn. The farmers are well pleased
d
FIRE AT GILBERTVILLE.
j with
their cro~) •••• Mrs. E. :YI. Howar
has been very sick for the past week. Dr.
w·
t
d I
C F I) Sh
h
Fire ,.;.as discovered in the Denison Pulp
mg a_ten s 1 er • • • • . • d •~ e I on Eas
mill at Gilbertville about I l o'clock, Sun-' some mce sweet corn see ' or sa P.••• : •
d
. t A
.
j 11. Howard is nearly through thresh mg
ay n1g 11 .
n a 1arn1 \\·as gn·en at once
.
.
.
.
.
and plenty of help turned out. It was a gratn, and is haulrng rn his sweet corn to
very favorable time as we had just had a i Canton factory .•.. P, Oldham has ~ov~d
good shower and the ground around the on to the Was?. Irish flace'. and . as 1.
mill and the roofs of buildings were well has moved to ~orway with his family ....
td
I
fi
h
\Ve sampled some of N. B. Harlow's sweet
1
I
;~e bi°w~ •
t appears
re _ca_ug. t near c01·n on the 7th inst. It was very fine ....
1
1
1
kn:w:~
;:;si~~~:~e
mi~~;: g; 1:v:s b: ;~ Frenchmen are still cutting wood on t~e
.
•.
.
Y
island for Frank Kidder.
200 cords 1s
struck by !tghtnrng dunng the shower. what he will cut.-W. B.
The mill was well supplied with automatic sprinklers, and with the aid of the force.
East Sumner.
pump, and ~specially the bucket brigade, '1 Cattle Show and Fair at E. Stunner,

the fire was soon extinguished.
,The loss/ Thursday Oct. 14. As usual ,it will doubton building
will 'probably
exceed one less be successful and well attended if the
thousand dollars.
The apparatus ,ms not weather should be favorable .........
The
much damaged.
Some three thousand Cong'! Sabbath school united with the
1
dollars worth of liquor in th_e va_t_swa_s1 Baptist and enjoyed a picnic near Mr.
damaged b_y cinders, but at this "·nhng 1t Charles B. Bonney's on last Saturday.
is thought that it may be saved by filter- The jounger ones indulged in games of
ing. Loss fully covered by insurance, I ball, croquet, etc., and evidently enjojed
which is placed in some half dozen mutual I the occasion, as did the older ones in socompanies.
Repairs "·ill begin as soon as cial conversation,
singing, and listening
the loss is adjusted. and business be resum- to brier'remarks from Bros. \Varren, Stet.eel at the mill without much delay.
son, Joy and Bonney.
Long tables were
- ---spread "·ith hot baked beans, coffee, and
FIRE AT FRANKLIX
PLAX.
rnrious kinds of pastry, free to all, and
abundant for a large c:·owd. Roscoe G.
LOSS $2.CXX);PARTIALLY IXSURED.
Stephens was 011the ground with his camera and took several views of the group in
1
th
About
o'clock in
e morning,
Sept. different positions.
All seemed to enjoy
16, Cha,. Bisbee and family were sudden- the occasion and many will, doubtless, ie1
nd
·~ ;.tariled fro~n SO'l'.
~l~mber by:~li~g
spond to Bro. Bonney's co rd ial invitation
0 1111
ers an roaring o. a mes.
as y to come again···· "vlr. E. L. \Varren, who
glance showed his barn to be on fire, and has been supplying the Cong'! pulpit, will
ton for several years, studied law with ne_arly consun'led.
Mr .. Ilisbee and ,vife close his labors next Sabbath.
We learn
John P. Swasey, and had been in the prac- and mother and three children were asleep that he intends to resume his study for antice of his profession some five years. He 111
• th I10
b t f. ,
t I
'I c·
d 1
leaves a wife and· three small children.
e
:ise, u ov,_..rna e )' a,
s-:ai"'
other vear at Andover, :'.\Iass., Theological
A few articles of clol h mg, etc., were saYed. Semi;ar)'· ... The Baptist church is to be
l\.Ir, Gibbs had a $2,CXX)life insurance pol- Th I
II
•
h
d b
ic,· in the l\Iaine Benefit As ociation, of
e iouse, e 'carnageouse an
am, supplied for a while by Rev. 'vVm. Bevins,
,
together with one cow, hay, grain, furni- from Harrison .... People generally were
Auburn.
The cause of his death was ty- t
f:
•
t 1 t
11d t
ure, armrng oo s, e c., were a
es roy- glad to see Adoniram J. Russell out at the
phoicl fever, followed by two relapses.
ed. Loss abou: $2,000; partially insur~d. picnic last Saturday.
II is health ,although
-A forcable illustration of the need of The ~re 1rns evidently the work of an 1_n- poor, is better than it was a few months
national, unil'ersal and rigid prohibition\ cendiary.
~nly a few we:ke ago ;\Ir. Bis- ago .... Arlie J. Russell is attending the
of the liquor traffic, has come home to our bee_ had 33 n_ice yot'.ng fn11t trees, some Of[ fall term at Hebron Academy .... Alvin S.
villae:e
'vVhen which were 111 beanng, cut down. As a, / Rob'inso, 1 and wife, of Lawrence, i\Iass.,
~ during the past week.
young men with an appetite for intoxi- friend ~rnnl~ n_ot cut down one's trees nor are visiting relatives at E. Sumner .... Two
cants, who are sober and industrious
at I burn his bmldmgs, nor the trees cut them-I sisters of Charles and Isaac Bonney have
home, go to the city on a day of festivities selves.' no_r the buildings burn themselves, been visiting them for a brief time. They
like the State Fair, and rett_irn to their, we th111k it safe to say they were both the. are :Mrs. Norcross and l\Irs. Ballou, from
families in a state of beastly and helpless malicious acts of an enerny.-OLD
Pi.:T. , Mass. Mrs. Ballou had not been down
intoxication-young
men whom we know
for nearly 25 years .... Rev. C. T, Keen of
are trying to overcome their habits, and
Byron•
Hebron called upon some of his old friends
th e man arreS t ed
would but for the numerous temptations,
Allison B. Bartlett.
I-le was on his way to attend
011Monday.
then "·e say it is time for us to help re- l\Io nd ay by United S t ates i\Iarshall
Har- the ordinations at West Peru and Canton.
move those temptations.
mon, was not given a preliminary
hear- Bro. Keen is always welcomed.-SLOCUM.
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-We recently saw a nice crayon portrait
of A, S. IIathawa Y, Esq.' the work of Can•
ton's celebrate
artist, Miss M. N. Richardson.
It is certainly a fine piece of work.
-Rev. Mr. Blake will deliver an illustrated temperance lecture at the Free Baptist church on Friday evening, Sept. 24th,
at 7.30 o'clock.
Admission
free; all are
invited.
-The people of this village turned out
well when the alarm of fire was given Sunday night, and many of them did good service fighting the progress of the flames, at
the pulp mill.
-W. G. Gammon has torn down his
old &table and will rebuild a new one.
wh'.ch will much improve his village stand
wluch he is fittino- up for comfort in his
declining years. "'
-:r~,e Guy Family played "Uncle Tom's
Cabrn al the rink Tuesday evening, to a
very large audience.
The cast of characrs was complete and all parts well sused. They give more than they adverWm. Carpenter and Floyd Jones, two
York ~entlemen, have been stopping
s. Alvira Mendall's for a few days,
om there have been out on several
hu ' g trips, bagging a good number of
partr'1dges.
tional Prohibition will do more than
th er measure to advance the welfare
laboring men of the country.
Some
as wisely said that shorter days of
a nd more pay means in many ins more time and more money spent
loon, and a proportionate increase
, misery and degradation.

-\Ve call the attention of our business
men to th e new feature of advertising
at
th e head_ of our local columns, th is week.
th
th
To
ose who have made no contract
is
insertion is free, but if they desire it con•
d
t
·11be 50 cts per line for
tmue our. erm:_w1
I this.manner our
a year-52 rnser 10ns.
n
'
b •
business be
111en can keep their
usrness
fore the public continually at a very low
cost. 'vVe desire to make th is a permanent
feature, and as complete as possible, in order that our paper may give to the outside
world a favorable impression of the community, and thereby benefit all. Let all
who c~tch on to this idea order their ad.
at once. Parties in other towns will be
accommodated in the same column and
their town given a special heading.
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Franklin Pl.
stealing money from the postoffice at ByElder A. C. Abbott, who was quite badron. It is reported that Bartlett confessed ly hurt by being thrown from his carriage
that he stole the key to the store some- and dragged by his horse the_ 9th in st .,
time last winter, and that he took $.w near Herclsdale, is gaining slowly. He
from the postoffice and $7.50 from the says that none acted the part of thieves
store. l\1oney has been missed from the and robbers, the priest or Levite, but all
" 1
postoffice and some marked and left. the part of the good Samaritan.
He 1ee s
Some of the marked money was found like publicly acknowledging his appreciawith Bartlett.-Argus.
tion of the kindness sho,vn,-:-OLD PuT.

DIXFIELD.

CARD

Isweet

~,;e

1

--Mr. Daniel Rollins of Methuen, Mass.,
and Mr. Josiah Rollins, of New York,have
been visiting at Mr. A. S. Hathaway's.and
among relatives at East Dixfield.

!acre.

NEIGHBORS.

LIVERMORE
FALLS.

Corn-hauling nearly through with ....
The Guy Family presented the old and
Friday last very warm, Saturday cool,Sun- popular play of Uncle Tom's Cabin at
day morning showed up with a heavy Rockomeka Hall, last Monday eve .. _.A.
frost .. , .Farmers are digging potatoes;
L. Payne had two fingers quite badly cut
finding them turning out rather a light and bruised by being caught in the cutter,
yield and much affected with rot. Good at the Umbagog mill, last Saturday ....
-Mr. Franklin Blake, for the past few market potatoes must be scarce and of high Mr. Chas. Dunham of Boston, has been
months pastor of the Canton Free Baptist price .... Corn is ripening fairly well. Ap- in town the past week .... Alvah Pettingill
church, and a graduate of Bates Theologi- ples are in abundance, but most of them returned to 'vVestbrook last week .... A. B.
cal School, was ordained to the gospel will have to be fed to stock, or made into Parkman returned from a visit to Dover,
cider, only to be a curse to the temperance
Me., last week .... The Universalist
Sunministry at Canton 'vVednesday afternoon.
The hail of July spoiled the day school expect to hold a basket picnic
The following was the order of exercises: movement.
winter
fruit.-L.
L.
before
long
....
Work
on.the
log
sluice
is
I11vocation.
progressing rapidly, an~ it will be comEast
Dixfield.
Hymn, by the choir.
Reading 01 Scripture,
by Rev. O. T.
Mrs. Walter Fletcher is very sick. Fears pleted in a short time.-E.· H. A.
Lovejoy.
are entertained that she may not recover.
West Peru.
Prayer, by Rev. O. Roys.
She is attended by Dr. Adams .... Heman
West Peru is to be a busy place the comHymn, by the choir.
Fish and his sister, :V[rs. Rankins, from ing week if the program be carried out.
Sermon, by Rev. W. J. Twort.
Mass., are visiting at their father's, Mr. Tuesday, the o·rdination of Mr. O. T. LoveOrdaining Prayer, by Rev. C. T. Keen. Leonard Fish in this place .... Mr. J. K. joy, Thursday the 23d, the auction at the
Charge to candidate,
by Rev. J. L. Lyford and wife are about moving to their D. G. Turner stand, Saturday the 25th,
Smith,
new home that they have lately purchased
the uniting of Peru, Rumford and FrankHand of Fellowship, by Rev. P. Hop- at Livermore.
While we shall greatly lin Plan. farmers, for Cattle Show and
kins.
miss them here, we congratulate the com- Fair.-OLD Pu-r,
Charge to Church,by Rev. F. W. Towne. munity where they are going in securing
Welcome to work in Canton, by Rev. so good neighbors ...... Chas. Smith and
Mr. David Grover·, aged about fifty-five
W. H. S. Ventres.
wife have gone to Livermore Falls to see years, a farmer, living some two and a
Singing, by the choir,
their daughter, Mrs. Gid. Butterfield,whom
half miles from Phillips village in the town
Benediction.
of Avon, oa Monday afternoon, came to
we hear is very sick.-B.
the village with a load of oats; while they
Eust Peru.
My dear boy, if you must part your hair
were being weighe9 in the barn of Samuel
in the middle, get it even, if you have to
Frank Kidder has the boss piece of sweet Beedv, Mr. GroYer dropped dead from
split a hair to do it.-Satttrday
Gossip.
corn, turning him out better than $So per heart disease.

OF THANKS.

The Denison Paper Co., throt~g:h Supt.
Dyer, desire to return to the citizens of
Canton and all others who rendered the.m
such valua!:Jle assistance at the fire at the
Pulp mill on the night of the 19th, inst.,
their cordial and hearty thanks, and take
this opportunity of saying to them that
their earnest and energetic efforts on our
behalf are most kindly appreciated
with
the knowledge that without such help and
aid we might ha1·e suffered a much greater loss.
CAPT. A. L. DYER,
Canton, Sept. 22, 1886.
Grand Canton Shawmut marched down
to the Boston & l\laine station at 6 Tuesday evening to meet and escort up town
the "Down East" Odd Fellows, whose
special train was expected at that ~tation
at that hour.
The escort had to wait more
than two weary hours before the special
train bearing the 'Maine comrades arrived.
The train left Bangor at the time appointed with a good sized party of Bangor ~dd
Fellows on board, and between that pornt
and Portland made numbers of stops t0
take on members bent on appearing
in
Boston's big parade.
l\Iost of the time
was lost at Auburn whose Odd Fellows
with the Auburn brass band turned out in
full strength.
There was a large delegation from Lewiston and 200 or more from
Portland,
Chandler's
big brass band accompanying them.
The train contained
6oo members of the order in all and a large
proportion of them were accompanied
by
ladies. After the arrival of the train the
organization
formed and headed by the
Boston escort marched up Washington
street into Brattle street, where the escort
opened ranks and saluted the visitors as
they marched past to their quarters.
The social sensation of last week in
Maine was the marriage of James G. Blaine,
jr., son of Hon. James· G. Blaine, to Miss
Nevins, belonging to a prominet Catholic
family of New York.
The marriage was a
surprise to the young man's parents. The
bride and groom left New York, 'vVednesday, for Fortress Monroe, on a bridal trip.
The bridegroom left college to get married.
The First National Bank of Portland has
discovered that Wm. E. Gould,'its cashier,
is a defaulter.
The directors believe after
examination that the loss will be one httndred and forty-seven
thousand
dollars.
The capital of the bank is one million dollars, its surplus is three hundred thousand
dollars.
The Comptroller of the Currency
has been notified.
The business of the
bank will in no wise be affected.
PROBATE

ADVERTISING.

For the _information of our readers and
business men who desire to advertise in
the paper that is the most read in the eastern part of Oxford County, as well as
some County officials who claim that no
paper is worthy of their recognition
except the Oxford Democrat, we publish figures showing the number of copies each
of the Car.ton TELEPHO)IE, Norway Advertiser and Oxford Democrat, taken at
the several postoffices in Eastern Oxford.
While these figures may not be absolutely
correct now or at some future date, the
comparison was made but a few months
ago, and each paper is credited with the
actual number of copies delivered to regular subscribers in a given week:Postoffice,
Canton,
Canton Pt.,
D'ixfield,
Dixfield Ctr.,
Dickvale,
E. Dixfield,
E. Peru,
E. Rumford,
E. Sumner,
Gilbertville,
Hartfo1·d,
Mexico,
Peru.
West Peru,
-Totals,

TEL,
137
29
42
13
8

Anv.
IO
0
8

II
20

13
24
16
25
23
5
24
39°

DEM.
II

0
12

l

I

4
0
l

4
9
2
l

6
52

3
7
0
3
8
0
7
58

.IUarried.
West Sumner-Sept.
18, by H. S. Coburn, Esq., Mi:. George Q.: Glover of Hartford and Mrs. Ella M. Hodge of Canton.
Died.
Jay-Sept.
7th, Mr. Daniel Fuller, aged
77 years.
Dorchester, Mass.-Sept.
14, Mr. Oakes
Thompson,
formerly of Hartford, Me.,
aged 83 years, II months.
Hartford-Sept.
21, l\.Ir.ElishaMendall,
aged 70 years.

FLOWERSFlowers preserved.
~;e~~~~1;,;;~~,
I have mad

Pillows, etc.
arrangements

Florists,

\V.

with the well~known

Order of

Portland

E. MORTON & CO., to take or

ders for the above.

Prices Jow; New designs

C. 0. HOLT,

1y7

CANTON.

AN INDIAN CUSTOM.

A Grent Scheme.
CLIPPINGS FOR THE CURIOUS.
He lately tattood two Spaniards from
"The fact is, I'm in urgent nced,~f
head to foot with religious pictures.
It is s,aid that from three thousand
money and I want $1000 for a month.
They are as elaborately tattooed as 'Cap- I Hovv Canadian
Indians
An- ()_ne of the Singular
Industries
to four thousand horses are killed in
''Any security 1"
tain Costentius, and _are going to Italy I
nually
"Kill
the Devil."
in the Metropolis.
Spnin yearly in bull-fighting.
"None, but you're a lawyer and I
to travel in a show m that country.Dr. HooKs, the inventor of principles
thought you might devise some scheme
A Professor Who Has Illustratfld Many New York Journal.
Ridding Themse1ve!! of the Evil One b,1 of physics adopted by Newton, was the
to raise the sum."
Promiscuous Shooting.
People Tells About His Methods.
first man that applied a spring to B
Fat Peoplo and Fluids.
"Nothing e11s:cr. Let me have $900
The question whether water is fattenwatch, in 1653.
and I'll inTest it so that it will grow into
Among the innumerable trades in New ing or otherwise -has been much disWhat all the preachers of Christendom
At a wedding in Grinnell, Iowa, re- ~ thousand in three months. "-Call.
York is the singular one of tattootng. In cussed.
Formerly it was generally
have yet failed to accomplish is yearly cently the groom was a native of Bath,
South street, where many ships from all asserted that the victims of obesity should
B;ow~-What's
the matter with yo1,1.
done by the Indians of the Restigouche
N. Y., the bride of Bath, N. H., 1md the
over the wol'!d lie at the wharves, there is mortify the fic~h and reduce the fat by country-at
least, to their own satisfacofficiating clergyman, Dr. Magoun, of and Robinson, Dumley 1 I hear that ne
an old man who for th'rty-two years !ms abstaining as much as possible from uon. On St. Anne's Dny every year they
has threatened to pull your cars the fir~t
lhth, Me.
been busy from morning till night tattoo- liquids nnd remaining in a continual,
"kill the devil," an achievement which
By a very careful test it hns bem found chRnce he gets.
ing people. He bttoos
about 3,000 state of thirst.
Latterly the opposite has would be greatly to their credit were it
Dumley (jumping up and down)-He
persons every year, and, to show that been affirmed, and I am told that a re- no that the adversary seems to come to that the strength of a Bushman's fore- will, will he?
Pull my ears! Well,
•arm compares with that of an Englishtattooing is not confinell to the b•1rbari- duction of weight is one of the results life again every twelve months.
At
man of the same weight as fifty-five to you can bet your sweet life he'll have his
ans of the South Sea islands, it may be claimed by "the hot water cure," pro
St. Anne's mission, opposite this town,
ha11dsfull._:Ne1.0 Tork Sun.
-iighty-five .
.said that he has tattooed nearly 100,000 vided always the water is taken as hot as writes a. Campbellton (N. B.) correThere
are
3,600
eunuchs
in
the
impe,
City Belle (pointing to a wild plant by
white .people in his lifetime.
possible, painfully hot, and in great 1pondent of the Boston Hsrald, there
They are treated
the wa-ysid11(-What's thaU
He has tattooed not only white people, quantitie~.
Experiments have been made gather0<i yesterday a most motley and rial pnlnce at Pekin.
Countrv Cousm-That's
milk weed.
very severely and placed under strict
but b:i.rliarians also, for many years ago in Paris by Dr. D~bovc which controvert
curious cro,;d.
The steamer Admiral
City B~lle-Oh,
yes, what you feed
he was in the Sandwich Islande and both these doctrines.
These expnri- came up from Dalhousie, bringing some regulations, but when they get into
tattooe·d the Sandwich Islanders, cover- ments indicate th!\t, provided the same hundred of French ancl Indians from
favor, as they often do, they wield enor- the cows on, I suppose.
ing them with American :flags, anchors,
amount of solid food is taken, large along the lower Quebec coast as far as mous power, owing to their immediate
A Tried Remedy for J!lillou ■ ne11■
eagles and other devices borrowed from quantities of water make a mim neither
contact with the emperor and empress.
Tho•e who sutter from disorder or ina.ction
Gnspc. All the :Mic-Macs were in fete,
ot the liver will never get the upper hand ol
civilization.
When he left the islands thinner nor fatter.
They were carefully
for St. Anne's Day is one of the great
In England ln 1687 an excise dutY, was the unruly organ so long as they use such irra,nearly 500 of the natives were walking made on a friend who took weighed 'days of their year.
11
0
laid upon tobacco. The Virginia planters ~~;ttm~~e~u\ ~r~~e tfi! irfe~ ~1°J
'\_llicturegalleries.
Jiloatetter's Stomach Bitters, they
quantities of food daily, and while
Over mouldy roads, past scores of attempted to retaliate by procuring acts medicine.
may
expect
relief
with
a
certainty
o! obtainThis curious artist, Professor Thomas, these remained equal doubling the quan- calmly wallowing or nuraing swine and
ing it. The infl.uenceof the Bitters upon the
of the assembly for the encouragement
great biliary i,:land is direct, powerful and
:bas a large and airy office or studio in tity of water had no measuable effect on piglings, the parti-colored throng poured
0
8
of domestic manufacture, in order to re~!dfc~y £~~\o~p1!f!i";:f
~;
:South street. He is a genial, elderly man the weight of the body. Still, it is quite on toward the Mission church.
Smoked
duce the importations from the Mother !11>.llowness
of the skin, furred appea.rance of
:and wears spectacles. He began life as possible that the old theory of thirst cure glass was essential to the comfortable
Country.
King James disallowed these ~~~~~.g~e~i~"sdit::~t~~c~h~v~r:ti· ~T:~a~~"J.
-a sailor, and followed the sea for twelve and the new theory of hot water cure may conteni;plation of the squaws. They wore
Bhoulder, intact eTery accom~animent of the
act as hostile to English
interests.
1
years, being one of the crew of the first both be correct. Both violate the natural
neither hats nor bonnets, but each dusky
Ma.rylanu made a similar attempt,
but ~~~~~!1 b;i:~~a~~ea~~m;\"nrsrf:!ti'i~
lcine, in behalf ot which testimony is oonAmerican war vessel, the Vincennes, conditions of health. Scalding hot water,
head was covered with the brightest of failed.
Btantly emanating from every quarter, &nd
,captain Paulding, that ever entered a like tea or coffee, or grog of similar tern- bright bandannas.
trom all c.!assesof society.
Handkerchiefs
of
The ri~ht of sanctuffl'y, which was
.Japanese port. He learned the art of perature, unquestionably
Somethlna: About Catarrh .
injuries the Tarying shades of red glowed everywhere
claimed
in
the
days
of
the
Norman
kings
A great many people are a.fflicted with Ca..tattooing on board ship, and thirty-two
teeth, stomach, and other organs con- in the .sunshine, giving the effect of a
1tarrh
who
da not know what ails them; a.nd a
in
England,
when
plundering
and
robyears ago, when his time was out in the ccrned in the early stages of digestion, I poppy bed when several squaws met or
bery were tho rule, consisted in seelting ii:reat many more continue eull'erer■ who
navy, he came to New York and set up and it is very p:·obable that deficiency of sat or squatted together npon the grass.
might be cured.
shelter in the church or churchyard. No
'l'hickeningof the membrane which lines the
in business as a tattoo artist.
liquid impedes the latter stages, whereby
Shirts and jackets of brilliant hues put
one could venture to touch the fugitive na,;al passages, thus mo.king breathing di.mMany of his customers are sailors, who the chyme, by the aid of the digesting
the soberer costumes of white sisters to
oult; a discharge from the nostrils, more or
have anchors aml stars and clipper ships fluids, becomes converted into chyle and shame, and even the men rejoiced now in there. To hurt or kill any one in a le•s copiollS,watery or thick, according to the
church was considered an unpardonable stage of the disease; a sense of fullness in the
and goddesses of liberty and crosses tat- blood. A fat mati may easily become red flannel shirts, again in showy scai fs,
head; a constant inclinatien to spit; and, in
ttime.
tooed on their arms. He says, however, thinner by injuring his health.
"Bantor gaudy jewelry, or hats decorated with
advanced cMes, a dropping o! intensely disthat most of his customers at the present ing" is dangerous, as many who have bright salmcn flies.
Snakes that eat poisonous snakes b:, gusting matter into the throat. are a few of the
time are city people, such as yachtsmen fah1y tried can prove.
choice always catch them by the nose, so vromlnent symptoms of Catarrh.
The difficult
Presently up swaggered some young
Deafness, inflamed eyM,neuralgic pains, sore
and travelling business men, who have problem is to reduce the fat without re- Indians, decidedly of the hoodlum type,
they cannot open their mouths.
Then
throat and a loss of seuse of smell, are very
their names tattooed on their ;:mns that ducing rtic strength at the same time. A carrying guns 1nd pistols, weapons which
they swallow them, nose and head first, often caused by Catarrh.
they may be identified in case of acci- skillful trainer will undertake
and the reptile never has a chance to bite.
All these fioubl03 are cured by Piso's Remeto bring would delight an antiquarian. They were
<dent or dc::ith, and if they chance to be- any man down to his "fighting weight,"
King snakes, tho black snakes with white dy for Catarrh, Relief is had immediately
flint-locks and muskets, which possibly
after beg-inningits use, but it is important that
long to some fraternity, such as the Free j. e., to the best condition for violent dated from Queen Anne. One rusty barmarks, do that way. There is another it be continued without intermission until tlle
Masons or the Odd Fellow3, have its em- exertion, but as soon as the discipline of rel was joined to a home-made stock,
snake, of a dull lead color, in the West catarrh&! virus is expelled from the system
and healthy secretions replace the diseased
blem added also, that they may receive the trainer is relaxed the obecity, wl:en which had apparently been chopped out
Indies, that does the same way.
action of the mucous membrane.
Manifestly
aid if helple31s, or burial if dead, by some constitutional, returns, and a long con- of a spr~ce log.
it ia unreasonable to expect a cure in a lfhort
Night Life nnd Chnraeter.
member of their order.
time ef a disease that has been progreaains !or
tinuance of high training is murderous.
All this warlike array meant the as.
Many ladies have their names tattooed Perhaps the old prescription,
One night often destro,a a whole life. months or years.
"keep
sailing and utter -destruction of the
This question of time Is provided for in the
•n the rights.rm just below the shoulder your mouth shut and your eyes open," adveraary, or, as the Mic-Macs have it,
The leakage of the night keeps the day
putting up of Pillo's Remedy for Catarrh. It ls
that it may remain invisible when they when followed with judicious limita- ''killing Mundou,'• Mundou being the forever empty. Night is sin's harvest ■o concentrated that a very- small dose ~
wear a ball dress. At the time of the tions, is the best. Eat less, sleep less, Evil One. In the olden time a silver
time. More sin and crime are committed
directed. The quantity in oae paok&ceis sufthe
disappearance of Charlie Ross for several and walk more are safe injunctions, pro- ball was thought necessary for the shootin one night than in all the days of the ficient for a long treatment, oa1111equently
expense is a mere trifte, a.nd there is no excuse
years after many mothers brought their vided they are obeyed in moderation.
week. This is more emphatically true
ing of witches or of animals protected by
(°>.1:,!~~.,~~
~~
';~~•
f;':i_f!vbe~t
,children to Professor Thomas's office to The fat man who uses malt liquor as a magic, but the Mic-Macs consider the
in the city than the country.
The street eation of Piso'• Remedy for Cat-o.rrh. The
com!Drt to be g-otfrom It in this way is worth
bve him tattoo their children's names daily beverage deserves to be buried
lamps, like a file of soldiers with torch 112any
ammunition
of the shops effective
times the cost.
-on their arms in order that they might under cross roads at midmght,
The followin~ letters ar" specimens of those
in hand, stretch away in long Imes on
accord- against his Satanic Majesty himself.
received every day, testifving to the worth or
.certainly be identified even if they should ing to the ancient modes of dczrading
Plw's
Remedy for Catarrb:
either sidewalk ; the gay colored transNow and the1,1.some red-skincd youth,
.ALL!WH'J!!NT,
Pa., Sept, 216,1885.
•be lost for long years.
the willful perpetrators of felo de se.
emerging from his cabin, discharged his pa~encies are ablaze with attractions; the
Riso':, Remedy for Catarrh is dorng wond.ers
Captain Costcntius, the Greek, who
gun into the air and the scene was as- saloon and billard halls are brilliantly form•. I believe it will cure any c1t.,eo! Ca.-,
-was captured
by the savages and
St.
Nat nre':. Secret.
suming a Fourth of July aspect when a illuminated; m'.isic sends forth its en- tarrh, ~::~i_aio~ts~i?.1~rF:~~1:~ond
prodigally illustratedi by them, and lived
Where the diamond comes from no- message came from the priest forbidding
0
1:~- f
chantment; the gay company begins to
Enoiose~~1;1J'°~n!1~{.;i'iafro~~;;..~
i;.~•a
0
to travel with Barnum's show, was the body knows. You can no more predict
firing for the present on account of the
gather to the haunts and houses of Piso's Remedy for Catarrh. 'J,'.he sample
most elaborately tattooed man ever seen the existence of diamonds than yau can crowd, the number of horses tied along
pleasure; the gambling dens are aJl2me
re.:eived in June. goI£l 01;lEs~Eai'.S•
in any European country.
Professor the existence of genius, though, to be the road and the consequent risk of acwith palatial splendor; the theatres arc
HARTFORD
MILLS, N.Y.. Au~. 8,1885.
Thomas said that Costentius was a fine sure, all diamond fidds, to a certain cident, so the devil was reprieved for a
wi_de ?pen; the mills of destr~ctiou ~re Pfsg~vRe':i':~~tfJ~ttb1;,_r;:,:ii.h~~
ft p:~t!fviJ
piece of animated pictorial work, for he extent, resemble each other; and all, time, but after the ceremonies in the
grmdrng health, honor, happmcss and me more than anr of tl~edifferent !11•d1dr1es
I
:11.elpedto t,ittoo him.
hope
out
of
a
thousand
lives.
The
city
!
~~:e
used.
I
fee
confident
that
1t will cure
borrowing as they do their light from j church were concluded the Indians celeHe added that the Captain was not a the sun, are found only in warm clim- 1 brated in their own fashion.
u,nder the gaslight is not the same as ,/e tr~ut'i!i ~ithef~':t~~!s~~ to others whl)
'Greek, but a native of Bunnah, and that ates, says a writer in the C01-nhill for
The destruction of Mundou is not a under God's sunlight.
Night life in our
____
Rl!:V. A. DAi\ION.
all the natives of that country are August.
Nor can you tell where the difficult matter acco1·ding to the Miccities is a <lark problem whose depths
u,-:iy JJ.o,lr, 11nwe':crcausoct, is restored to its
tattooed.
Captain Costentius came to diamond goes to on combustion.
15
01
Burn Macs. They appear to hold that the
and aby2scs and whirlpools make us start or:lfl,?s~~; ~1:,~~,rn~ ir~~lrR;;i~vor~f Jon,.
,this country wearing a fine coat of tattoo, it, and it leaves no ash; the flame is devil is hovering in the air somewhere
back with horror.
All night Joug tcar 5 sta.nding will find as_pecificiuAye,·'s allue Cure , \
but he was hardly tattooe:l enough for exterior, like that of a cork, and when above them.
Not
knowing
exactly
are falling, blood is streaming.
Young
•the show business, and so several N cw it has blazed itself out there remains where he may be, they take pains to fire
men tell me how nod where you spend
·York tattoo artisLs were put to work by not even so much as ·would dust the in
every
direction,
riddling
the
your evenings, and I will write you a
.Mr. Barnum to -uorc amply illustrate antenna of a butterfly.
If man has hi2 I air
toward
every
point
of . chart of your character and final destiny, B111,n,nd just as natur1;:UY lite, energy and strength
,furn.
a.re gained by tnkingH~'s
Sarso.:::iar1lla. The pe~Ul•
compass.
The
favorite
way with blanks to insert your names. It tar toning, pur ..Cting, and vltallzlng qua' fties or thb
There are u ?w in the country six mysteries, his strange conversions,his go- ! the
seems to me an appropriate
text would sU""'CHsCnl medicine are !elt th.rougbout the entire
tattooed men and five tatto.:,cd women. ing in a sinner, his coming out a saint, so, ' of shooting him is for two or more Indisystem, cxp~lllng disea'3e, a:.id gl vlng quick:, healthy
be: "Watchman, what of the night?" action to every org'\n. Hyou Sutter from any disease
The story told by all of them is that too, has nature. The philosopher's stone is ans to cross the barrels of their guns,
o! tbo blood, st.oma.ch d:sorder, or din1culty with th&
they were cast away in v'.lrious parts o: formed of tho vilest materials, and the pointing upward, and fire at the same Policeman, pacing thy beat, what of the liver
and kldn •ys, try the peculiar medicine, Hood's
the world and tattooed by the savages chimney sweep is covered with that time. 'fhcy reason that if the devil night? What: arc the young men of the Sarsap:irJla. De sure to gE't Roo1's. 'fake no other. ,
which, under happier auspices, would be dodges one discharge he may blunder
"I have taken Ho.>d's Sarsrparllla
for dJ':-pepsi&
city doing at night1 Vvho a.re their asso.among whom they had the misfortnne
as a to!lic alt,:-ra.tive, with the mo-,t beneficial
The fact that
ciates? '\\That arc their habits1 Where and
to fall and from whom they had ulti- jewels. This 1..1ystcrious process of crys- into the way of another.
results. I have also used it !or rheumatism with the r
do thev o·o in and what time do they gooil eft'cct. l regard it a. 1 one or tho ,·ory best ram~
mately the good fortune to escape. taliz,1tion places between two hollies of I the devil remains disembodied does not
m.cdic!ucs, and ,vould not willingiy be without
seem to make him proof agaiu,t earthly
come ~utt Policeman, would the night Hy
None of these tattooed people eveT saw the same nature a greater di(Ierencc
it."-A. n. CUUR.Y,Providence,
R. T.
life of young men commend them to the
"I havn bocn using H\:,od e Sarsaparilla !or !ndige1~
a savage, and all were tattooed l:>y than between bodies cllfl'erently com- powder and shot., and so the Mic-Macs
t!on and lh·or 1roable.
It has greatly benefited me,
posed.
And
yet
not
so
great
a
mystery
load
nod
fire
as
rapidly
as
possible
in
the
c.,nfidencc
of
their
employers?
Would
Professor Thomas.
and I think it is fully a~ good a mudicine as cLihned/'
·it be to their credit? Make a record of -E. S. C1u...:sz:cuo,chic! engineer tlro dept., Stonlna•
The mystery of why any person either, tor every year a process is dis- laudable desire of hitting the adversary
ton, Ct.
covered for making diamoncls-ot:)ly,
on the w~ng.
the
nigh.ts
of
one
week.
Put
in
the
should consent to be tattooed is exThere is something rather fascinating
morning papers the names of all young
Hood's Sarsaparilla
plained by this incident: A girl worked somehow, the diamonds are never made,
men tbeir habits and haunts, that are Sold by all drn7,gi•t•. $1: six for $5. Prepared0
,on Grand street for $2 a week.
This or, at the best, so microscopic and at in the idea of wing shooting at this kind
surh
an
enormous
expense,
that
they
of
game,
and
I
earnestly
hope
that
the
on
the
streets
for
sinful
pleasure.
'\Vould
by
U.
l.liOODJ;OU.,
A;,uthocar,es,
Lo,Tall,),[_..,
meant ~tarvation or the gutter. A showthere not be shame and confosion?
I 00 Doses One Dollar
man offored her $45 a week for two are ab~olutely useless, except to gum on uproarious burning of ammunition was
13riti,h museum.
In ; not without a successful result.
This
Some would not dare to go to their r===::;;;::===;_;:=:::::=::::::::::::=:=:
years if she would become t\ tattooed cards at the
g. '\Jones!
,vtrn.tu.ro,
~f places ofbusincss; some would not dara
~~;f,
.,t
woman. She accepted the oiicr and l!'ra~ce the! say a ~o:ution of. phosph~r-1 curious custom of "k.il'.ing clevil'.'
0
us
rn
sulpnnrct
or
carbon
yields
mm,
course
not
practiced
with
the
1mpl1c1t
to
come
home
at
night;
some
would
!
tl!
Thoyso.y
lhatforBrll!"
.-after she had travt'lcc1 with the show six
i1tc
diamonds;
but
that
these
things
are
faith
of
former
years,
but
the
Fourth
leave
the
city;
some
would
commit
sui
•
!
~
months she mnclc r1 match with another
One feature
"curiosity" who wns rich, and tht!}"h:we better managecl there than here has been of July uproar continues.
cidc. Remember, young men, that in
~ rit~~~!.~:i/!~W:'!!
of the day has fallea completely into
the retina of the All-Scein:; Eye there is .
.,~g,;,:~::;fl,,~.~t.:;
..!:;,1,'
now retired and joined the ·wealthy long aliowcd.
,~lass.
abeyance, that of feasting upon roasted
nothing bid bat shall be revealod on the /
,t
:Q
J;:\~:~"
;;;7;-;
1~~•~'
1\J,,rf
A
'l'llronc
for
S:tle.
Tattooed men now get fr,1m $25 to $30
dog. It was usual with the Mic-Macs,
last day. - Watchman.
~~~~~~~~!"'!'~~~!!!"
"&. week, their w::igcs having fallen 50 per
King E:a1akua has been over a year
as with many Indian tribes, to honor
<cent, owing to the increased number.
trying to sell his throne for $14,000,000.
this occasion and other festivals by a
Important to Merchllnt Tailor••·
M.. von Keller & Co., successors to Keller &
For tattooin~ people for the sideshows He tfonks ihe throne trade is pretty
banquet of dog, bnt for many ycar5 the
Ruhl, at the old Cloth House, corner Ann and
-and circuses Profl•ssor Thomas receives qu:et. We did intend to buy it ourWilliam
Sts., New York city, are doing an exdog has been uanishcd from the bc>ard.
:from $175 to :j:2,i0. It takes him six selns, but money will uc pretty tight
~~~~h~~f¥~il~~-fn"g
'ri~~~\~i~~~11~~:~t!°ut~\~
The feast is still held, or rather there
ted States, complete sample collections of
•
-.
·-weeks, working t: om three to six )1ours a with us until after election. If we go were two, one for the visiting priests,
their Woolens in season, and receiving and
English f
:,day, to folly illustrate ., tattooe,l man. into the throne bmincss ::it all, we another for the Indians.
executing orders received through the sam- /
~
I I Great
Rheumatic Rt
ples.
'Whenever
a
style
has
been
sold
out,
Oval
llo.<
:,,1.uo;
round
50
,·ts
For making nn nnchor on a sailor's arm w:1nt a "cor:1er" in thrones; but we
they n-otify their cuswmers to that effect, so _'
.• .
that the parties holding their samples are al- 1
II.I
and :Uoq,hin0
Hnbit curt
be ch,:rgcs 2G cents: a Goddess of Lib- think we c,u1 s:1!'elv tell Kala!:ua and all
To protect young fruit trees in unfenced
ways properly
informed
as to '\Yllich styles !
ffl to ~lldays.R~t'erto hJUJ_µali.enb;
: 1:rty ant1 the 8t:1r, :1nd S: 1ip ,; cost;$~ 50. the other tli:-onc ;enders th,tt we will
they can offer to their patrons. The Merchant
Jn all pares.Dtt. )1.mstt,Q:uncy,.
lots or along tbe roadsir1e,, dri,·c three
• Other tlesign., made on \ .1t' ::!min lndia
.
,
.,
.
Tailor jg thus placed in a position to s:1ow a
to Sold1ers & Heirs. Send st
-ink cost from $l 10 $JG. Prn!f'ssor j buy their 1Yarcs a,ter a1, our subscriber., . stake3 around the tree nnd ,vincl barbed
/ar~c variety of styles without.encumbering
Clrculars .. CU_L. L. lll
,
himself with a large P.tock. ~e understand
I .
1..LUl. Au'y, ,,as111naLon, v. l.!.
• Th:J1m_1sha~ 500 tliifon•u. ,leaigns for h:w_ep,1id up their subscriptions.-Lynnl
• wire an;und them, close enough to keep
t~ata.nrMerchant'£ailorde_siringsuchcollec-l
i".i!li<i,iadny.
¾n,µ!cs
w<>rtl, $1.~0 FREE.
,tattoorng.
Umon.
, an anim::il's teeth away from the tree.
t ion of samples
ca.ri have sam,
sent free or
Lin1•i1 110 t uJHlct· the tmrs~'l-1
foet.
Address
j charjj;e.
Address M~ssrs. M. vv,; Keller & Co.
JJu11:wsT11:u"s,;•••11:·1·r.Ku>liuLJ.,.:11. Holly.melt.
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LADIES' DEPARTJIENT.
The

1,Vomen.

Many of the Persian middle-class
women are highly eelucated according to
Oriental idc:1-s. They read ancl often
write poetry; they sing an<l play, as a
rnle, well, and arc 1mstresscs of all the
nrts of plain and fancy needlework; cooking is a second nature to them; pr.stry
making and confectionery are among
their pleasures. The accomplishments
of the poor ones arc naturally of a more
useful kind.
They arc good cooks and
bread bakers; they make the clothes of
the entire household; they often are able
to add largely to the daily income by
their knowledge of some trade or business, and none of them are idle.
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Bride's

Bathroont.

The bath is a large, square room. It
is paved with marble or stones. It is air
tight.
In it there are fountains attached
to the walls. They furnish cold and hot
wa.ter. Under those fountains there are
small basins about fifteen inches wide
and ten inches deep. These arc fixed at
about half a yard above the floor. The
basins are filled with water, the degree
of whose heat is regulated at will. The
bather seats herself on the floor by the
basin and the servant washes her-, soaping and lathering her head and then her
body, pouring the water from the basin
over the head and rinsing off the snowy
suds. If in a festive mood, the younger
females play the Naiad, and, not infrequently, throw water about, over themselves and others, with a hilarity belonging to youth in its sportive morning.Hon. S. S. Cea.
A. Woman's

, the
iiffi-

l

Pcrain.n

Courage

at

Sea.

Captain Wallace's niece, a young English girl, married a sea-captam and went
in. his sailing vessel with her hnsband,
visiting many countries with him. On
her first trip, when she was yet a young
bride, there was a mutiny, and her hus•
band was wounded or knocked senseless
in his cabin. The sailors were about to
sprfa~.down the companion-way into the
cabin, when the young woman barred
the way, pistol in hand, and promised to
shoot the first man who moved towards
her. She _ '-i. them thus at bay till
wrath burned out, ap.d the mutiny was at
an end.
On tbe ne.~t V rage they were shipwreck_ed,, and t~
brave-hearted girl,
with her young l by, was lashed in the
rigging, and rcll/ ned there for several
days before the'J were rescued.
'fhcy
had nothing .to ea ,nd the mother's natural food for ho hild was exhausted.
By some means a --~" of meat was fished
up from the ship, aad the child fed on
this until it was all gone, an<l the little
one about to starve. But the mo:her put
her teeth into .her hand, between the
thumb and forc 7finger, and bit a gash
into her own flesh, from which the blood
flowed. The child so.eked this, and that
night the almost dying crew and the
brave sailor-wife were rescucd.-1Yew 01·leans Picayune.

self in whatever pleases him, seeking also
to bring him over to your tastes. Try
for mutual concessions, else you may
travel different roads.
Never bother your husband about the
servant,.
Cast aside disagreeable topics
when he returns from business.
Give
youl' orders to your servants kindly but
firmly, exacting obedience, yet showing
them the cncoumgcmcntof consideration
when it is in your power.
If more mothers gave one-tenth good
advice to nine-tenths wedding outfit
there'd be fewer thoughtless marriages.
And better yet, if every mother made it
a point to follow these rules as close
herself as she would like to see her daughter do, girls would look longer for good
men like their fathers and try harder to
be good women like their mothcrs.--New
York Graphic.
Fashion
Notes.
Gauze shawls have frise stripes of
colors.
Fi_<sarojackets of beads have deep
epaulets.
Shawls with tinsel and colored stripes
are in all tints.
Faille has bars of music in plush in
the chromatic scale.
Wide scarfs of India mull, edged with
lace, are used as fichus.
•
Watered silk a nd camel's hair are a
fashionable combination.
Skirts of crocheted silk are worn ovei
surah of contrasting colors.
Danish cloth is shown with printed designs as well as in plain colors.
Ribbon continues in high favor as an
accessory of day and evening dresses.
Silk gloves have chenille figures in
bright colors embroidered on the arm.
Black fans edged with Chantilly
lace are covered with tiny gold spangles.
Striped sura.h if made Uf> with lace
plastrons and tablicrs and velvet finish-

ings.

Dog collars of beads of every decription have pendants and epaulets .to correspond.
Invisible nets, point
d'esprit and
halines gauze are used for veils with
bonnets and hats.
Crepe ruching,
arranged in shell
fo1ms, is in all the evening colors, .and
also in dark red and yellow.
Gauze fans in all colors arc painted
with bird and flower fancies, and the
edge is cut out followmg the contour of
the design.
Crepe de chine continues in favor witr:.
women who are well dressed, and it will
be largely used for overdresses with silk
and velvet skirts.

SClENTIFW SCl'UYS.
.
.
t y_ atmo~~ electric sp:uk rn a d"GS
phere causes dus~ to sctflc_, nnc1;f ~he rm
be smoky clears it. This JS probalny one
reason why the air seems so clear after a
thunderstorm, even if '.ittle i:ain hr.s
fallen.
From st udy an c1cxpe;·iment, Dr. G. L.
Fitch, for five years in charge of the
lepers in the Sanu wich Ishn<ls, h:is
for:r:cd the opinion that leprosy is not
a contagious disciL~e, us it is usually regarded.
A new a~d plausib'e exp1an:1_tion.of
be destructn-e fires occurrin~ ll1 p:nc
.
, is offerPd. :he pine, resin midIng from tne tr JCS JS often o. lens shan,,,
ai:d before it thoroughly l1arJeng : r:-

A Prospecli-re Connt~ss.
''Yes," said the ruother ''Mary is very
ambitious. She vows she will marry n
, foreign count or some grandee of some
kind, and she wants to be accomI
lished.,,
p "Accomplished?''

of crystalline clearness.
It !~
surmised that while in that cirnditiun :t
resin lens may focus the sun's r.1ys upo:1
some light twig or resinous point and so
start a blaze that quickly eats up a
forest.
Metallic rnilwny ties arc now employcu
in Belgium, Holland, Frnncc, Germany,
and Switzerland, and in the United
States a parer tie of the harduess of
st0 ne a nd taking as high a po~ish us
metal, has been patented.
It 1s Jmpe~vious to damp~~ss, and will, it is
estimated, l:Jst thu ty years. The experiment with metallic ties on the Mexican railway to Vera Cruz is satisfactory.
The railway tic question is one of great
special rntercst where the climate rapidly
destroys the firmest woods.
Measurements have shown the thickness of the human hair to vary from the
two hundred-and-fiftieth
to the sixthhundredth part of an inch. The silk
worm's thread is one-five-thousandth of
an inch thick, and the spider's web only
one thirty-thousand.
Blonde hair is the
fiueet, and red the coarsest. Taking
four heads of hair of equal weight, a
patient German physiologyst found the
red one to contain t1bout 90,000 hairs;
the black, 103,000; the brown, 109,000,
and the blonde, 140,000.
A method of sending a picture by tel,
egraph has be,m invented by a Scotchman, W. Gammill, by which a photograph
taken at one end of a wire is transmitted
and reproduced at the other. The picture is primarily projected on a selenium
cell placed in the telegraphic circuit,
which, according to the degree of intensity of the light received, acts upon the
current, and through. it a number of
subsidiary currents connected with an incandescent lamp illuminating
it with
varied degrees of intensity consonant
with the strength of the current. "These
successive illuminntions,"
according to
the Photographic 1'imes, "would give images of corresponding brightness to the
points in the picture thrown upon the
celenium .ceil, and the final picture, of
course, w~uld consist of a series of these
points in various depths of shade."
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Club is" lar-g,, ,-;;cal nr,•aniz1t!on in !\cw York. '1'l1e L,ulge of memb , sis
0

teneficia! result,

have followed the use et Red Star Cough Cure
by those affected with throat
and lung
troubles.
Price, twenty.five cents.
N,·w YGrk C ty ~vtry year appropriates
$20,COOfor,the relief ot' tile b1ind poor.
A list
of blind rt-shtents ig kept and a. Ci.trd ,rent to
tr.em ·wh, nan appropru~t.ion i-.. math·. they L:O
to the olllct!' o; tl,t t-Unerin•l:'ndent
of out.door
poor and receive th,· i· mon•·y.
fc,r Lunai

Dr. Robt. Nt>wton, )ate President of tho Eelectic Collei;e, of the City of New York, and
formerly

of Cincinnati,
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Ohio,
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remedy

111 all

cases

Lun&"
disea.ses. It cures consumption
pectoralcomplaints.
Men•man•• Peptonfzcd

IlIARRHfE:\
AND
CHOLERA
MORBUff
..
Jt 'Yl;ll,in a few moment,~. wh"'n tR.ken according
ll-.1

1

aud a.U 01her lu!~ru1~1 :Pu.me,.

of

and all

::t:~."'Yt
Grt~t~:r
tt~j1~e~~li'ii~a~3.?:1

oC:H~1i~ie~

&S&stimulant.
Malaria.

in its Various
Forms.
There is not a remedial ngent i,n the world that
cure Fever and Ague and all other l'1falarious,

will
f,1fL'i~s~n~o
~~f[kf~~cftti;\\~A
{AiD.J.~ih'f
0

RELIEF.

Fifty cents per bottle. Sold by dru11:11:lsts.

DR. RADWAYfS

Beet Toni~. the only

rti~1'.S.~t;:r1fe.~•efirc~~l~~i;,
i\~1~~t~:kt~~
force generating and life sustaining
properties;
SARSAPARILLJAN
RESOLVEHT
t
~~!i::1:t~~':i:';.'n:i'1ifi~~~~·
~ri~~-i:i,
J1.•b;;7;~~ The Great BtoodPurifier,

also, in all enfeebled cor.ditions,
whether the
result of exhaustion, nervous pro~.tration, over ..
Work or aeute disease, particularly
it' resulting

.J.:aChronic
g-:.':"
1;~~f:t~~t
°K~11t~t
~~t1E~~·J;.~~:r~lt
'rhe farmers, iu their swamps, w~•re sure,
Could find the roots and plants that cure;
If bfJ~j~r_t~~~,'t~~.:'at.;1!!chn~~-;~~:,"·
Take CQura.ge now a.nd '"Swamp-Root"
try-(for kidney, Uverand bl,u!der
complaints),
As on this remedy you c&n rely,
Any ma.n l~oks like a sloven with run-over
heels.
Lyon's
Heel Stitfoncrn keep boots
straii:-ht. 2_5c_.
______
_
bo Opium in Piso's Cur- for Consumption
Cures Where other remedie; fail. 25c.
apply tn
'l'hirty-olx

FOR lU.TES tor a.dYcrtl..61b.C tn tht~ naper

tho publisher.

NE

Diseases

Chronic RhenmA.t,iRm, Scrnfula., R•,phlUtie Com.
plaint-Fi, etc. (i,ee ourl>ook on v~nM-e:1.1, eta.; prioe 2!i
<·ettts), Glandular
Swelling', Hac'.dng Dry Cougtl,
6
1
~:~~~~W!t!~l1c1;!~h~\~
T~~~::::

1;rr:k~~1llu!~.
1Ti'l~'::

tJ~~a!~~:~o~t.
El~J>;~~
~ti~kett~~ s!ii°ft'h~~~~~:,8.r~~~
11

tY!~:·c~!tl~f~f/:i;rc.
biabete!i,
----

Sold by all

-

li1a.~Jdt,r,.

K.iclud.)'.

Drna:iisr~.
!Sl
·----·•· ----

a

bottle.

DR. RADWAY'S PILLS.
ForDYSPEP!SlA«ndrorthecureor

all the d1•orders ot. tne Stomach, Llver, Bow(•ls, Constipatka_
Blllousneas, Piles, Heo.da.che, etc. Price~,)
cent,..

BR.
RADWAY
&co..32Warran
St..Kew
York

ARREST SUMMER COMPLAINTS
M1tny dellcfous

fruits

and Tegetab:cs

arc ta.booed

by thousands who fear to eat them: becau· e some
one hM pronounced them injurious.
What more ;ppotizing on a. hot day tbau a froRhly
■Heed cucumber,
hard.
cold,
cr1e,p, ten;i.ptingly
served on cracked tee'!

Or what more re!resbing
to the Irritated
awl
pa.rchcd mucous system on a sultry day than a
cold, rlpe 1 luscious, black-eyed wa.teruwlot1?
And that sll urny enjoy them, as weJl f:.S all other
Tegetnbles and fruits in their seRson. ,ve affirm
that
SASFORD'S
bhOKlt
is sure
to
Rl'l'C'St eYerr
d!sturbance ol the bowe!g, instantly relic-Yea cramps
o.nd pains, prevent
1ndigcHtiou,, destH\Y ctlf;ease
germs

epidemic

in

water

drunk.

and contagious

and

ward

011'. malarial,

lnfli.enccs:

Prepared
~1th the utmost skta from
n;nl7Pr. Choice AromnttUR. u.na the ptu·est
of Medicinal
1•·1enc\ Brandy.

LECTRIC

FRAZER
AXLE
GREISE

'-..J

p

InH""rt~(l
and bo1t.

As a healthful summer drink. with water, mtl:t
teed water, lemonade,
crtervasce11t dra.ugllG3 u.nd'
mineral wu.tc-r, lt ls the best.
It eradicates
a craving tor tntoxicant.s in th~
addicted to thea· use, allays uervousneHS, assl,.c;ta
digestion, promotes sleep, and builds up thos1.t roduoed by disease, debility and dissipation.
M.otncrs worn out w!tn Lile careR or nrn.t-P.rnltv ,,rthe !1ouseho!d, or when wealc, nervous and hystor-Jcal, ~hould t~'lke a dose or that delicious 1uvJgora.1t,
~A.!\FO.U.D'~
GINOF.n.
No oUlcr
rem~d.f jg Sf>
wholesome, pala.t.a.ole, n.nd su.1e lor ueuf.;U.~ w1.;u.utill,
y JWlg ClliJ.UL'tjll, uuJ. Lhe aged.
.lieware or worthless
"gingers,'" off'enslvoly urged.
by ltlerceruu·y drugg·1.,;cs, 01:1t11ose who call !or

A Told cheap and danf(erous tmltatJons said to be
Cream crepe lisse ruching is two rows
"as good," or "our own," or "the srune" ns
deep, each row bordered with steel or
SANFORD'S
CINCER,
SANFORD'S
garnet beads with bosses to correspond
Sold b)'· Drn~i:rjstf!I,
Tho Delicioufll S1tt.nme-r l'Ucdicine.
at intervals below the border.
Parisian brides are discarding the
An Ancient Mal'riage Contract.
costly but unbecoming lace veil for the
The deciphers of the papyri which
airy tulle, which envelopes the figuro
have
been brought to Vienna fr,nn El
with delicate cloud-like effect.
Fayoum have learned from one of them
Bells and Annunciators,
A J,'ew w-ords to Wives.
The l'eculinr lllnn.
the ex:stcncc of a town in lower Egypt
Encourage strict confidence with your
Tile pecnliar man is a public nuisance. all traces of which scci;n to have disapBur~larAlarms,
husband; withhold nothing from him,
He obtrudes his peculial'ity on all occa- peared for the last 1,800 yc:us or more.
Fir~ Alarm Apparatus,
and be patient in hearing ull he would sions with the same sort of pride that The document is a papyrus, a litt;e over
GasLighting Apparatus,
confide to yoll, that he may always fly causes a Neapolitan beggar to glory in four feet long by one L,ot wide, conto you as his counsellor and best friend.
the display of some ghastly deformity.
Watchman'sClocks,etc., etc.
taining a marriage contract in Gr2ek,
Be punctnal to a second in all engageThe peculiar man glories in hi, pecu- and is well preserved.
Tiie date is nut
Pr1Tate Rcsid.cmce!!, Churches,
Hotels, Factories,
ments with your husband and he will be liarity-he
cails it indiviJuality-and
givon, but Profs. Karabacek ancl Wcssc- Public Building~, etc., fitted with Electric Apthe same with you, and in thus doing avers, very truth1"t1lly,that nothing should lcy believe it belongs to the early pal't of paratus ot every description, at short notice. All
work guaranteed.
Send for descriptive
circular.
you will avoid much that is unpleasant.
make a man sacrifice his in<lividuality.
the sixth century.
The bridegroom was
Practice economy in taking care of He quotes, "The leopard cannot change named Theon and the bride Maria. She
what you have, keeping a strict :account his spots," and so emphasizes his peculi- had a fortune of her own amounting to
548 Washington St., Boston.
of what you spend, buying nothing but arities.
100 gold pieces, and the future husbnnd
what you pay for immediately, and makThe peculiar man invariably has the engages to find for her food a!ld clothing
A~V:~tC€THER9.
ing your account of each month's ex- \ most remarkable set of prindple:,. True, and everything suitable for "an ordinary ~
RUM ENT&.
pcnses show you have more than you one should have principles; but it re- legitimate wife."
There are witnesses
9
have spent. This is a great way to win mains the provincCl of peculiarity to force and a notarial cert:ficate. All the para man's respect, to make him think he its principles down the helpless throat of ties are doscribcd as belonging to the
VO
FULL
has a little savings bank upon which he its neighbor. Our peculiar man accounts town of Justianopolis.
The editors decan rely in time of sickness and financial for all his unpleasant traits by the stock clare that they can find no mention of IDA.RTICULARS
BEIN BROS. & C .
N
Ev.[ARK, N. J ..
difficulty.
remark: "Oh, you know, I am a peculiar this place .,mong any list of the towns,
Rule only by love. Strive to call out man." And so he is-- peculiarly disagree- etc., of Lower E_::;ypt.
the b~st feelings of your husband's
na- able.
Ih> Was Still Dead.
ture with continual loving attentions,
The leopard's spots are born with him;
A good story is tol<l of one ofi our local
which, though they may be small in the blemishes on the peculiar man are usthemselves, make such a strong chain ually the product of cultivation, and ex- politicians who was canvnssing for the
around his heart in time that he cannot
aggerated to form an excuse for bad nomination for a county office. Oue
turd carelessly aside from you.
temper, obstinacy, or some eqm lly un. afternoon he attended a gatherin; in nn
C,) out always with your husband, but pleasant trait, only permissible without out township, and meetiug an intelligentmanage to make home so attractive that reproof, behind the shelter of peculiar- looking young man who he thought
.le finds no place rn dear.
ity.
mi"ht have some influence, walked 1;p
Dress better for your husband than for
What right' has any man to claim a to him and shook him warmly by the
any one else. Take a pride in his ap- monopoly of traits, either good or bad? hand, inqu'iring: ''How is your father?"
pcarance that he may judge your heart A man goes about growling at every- The young man answered:
''My father
by his own. Never allow him to sec you thing-a perfect bear-never a p!easant, has been dead three years."
''Indeed 1"
slatternly attired. • Even be tasty in a civil word for anyone.
"But then he is replied the candidate, "I had not l'leari
kitchen dress or looking pretty over a a peculiar man." A man eats at out- of it· I knew him intimately;
he was
1dtchen board.
rageous hours, it is all right.
He is pe- one ~f my be.st friends, and I regret to
IN THE WORLD
Be strong in your determination never culiar. A man drinks everything or hear it; he was one of the best and BEST
t,:rGf"t the G~nllfne.
Sold Everywhers.
to gossip, to harshly criticise. Nothing nothing, g;ies nowhere oreverywher~,has
men so much despise as gossip; nofaing bad manners, bacl habits,bad clothes; but purest men I ever knew; you have my THURSTOl'S!l~~ITOOTHPOWDER
sympathy," etc. The same evening he li.eepln11: Teeth Pel'fect a11dGum■ Healthy.
makes a woman rise so much in a good claims peculiarity and feels himself safe- met the same person in a village near by,
1
man's estimation as to see her charitable,
ly hedged from criticism, and entirely and havin~ fonrotten b:s face accosted l\1A'i'~~~J~ii~~
~~~·l!.1~~;;l!g:~~i"nutJ~s{1o
~tt~
l'icture and ai.Jdrcss. 'lhouea.nds ha\'e founJ Husbands
p&rticularly with her own sex. "For exem:_:>tfrom the duties owed by the civ- him the second time with the interrogaRndWlvts. .Adrtress w. B. P,cuRo, llulland, Vt.
large charity does never soil, bat only ilizcd commonplace man to his fellows. tory: ''How is your fathed" The young A 'Wf~!,.~
1
1t~
'/>;~
!h~~::'b~~~1;:;l;
~fn~o/~~for.~
whitens soft white hands."
This sketch is not funny, it isn't intend- mun looked at him for a moment and ~le Rno terms.1 c.1 D. MOTT, 12 Courtland St., N. Y.
Put down your booi.<when your hus- ed to be funny-it is moral.--Phiku.lel•
•
•
d'k
d
ff
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EN
TS
Obtained.
Send stamp
for
said: "Ile JS st11! dead," an wa1 e o .
Inventor'•Gulde.
L. Bnia-.Minneapolis Times.
l
u.-11, PatcAt Lawyer,Wa.ahh111;ton,
D. c.
band enters the room aad interest your- phia Call.
'-'

t.o,.

f];::~~t~~~~~.
cM;:kc1(g!ra'.c1~a.~4~~~ll~~~rC'l~~i~{~'Y.~~:.
Dia.rrLrea. D_vsenten, Colic. 'Wiud
the HoweJls,_
0

restort,U to health by the use of this in valua.blemedicine,
co.n amply testify.
He always
so.id that so good a reme,!y ot1i;ltt not to oe considered meroly as a pa.tent. me1lieine, but ihR-t
It On&"ht
to be 'prescribed freely by every physias a. sovereign

DYSENTERY,

vlZY·S
\l~Aritft~2L1~Fa~vitha[b~n{.
bxt;~:., ~frc!!~

:i:r~=~~itL::v~~~nli~:~gp:~~
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BOWEL COMPLAINTS

!

Discnl!ICFI.

~~\r~s!.AO-

Sciatica,
Headache,
Toothache,
Inflammation,
Asthma,
Influenza,
Difficult Breathing,

The P•nnnt

A Rt'mcdy

1

RHEUMATISM,
NEURALGIA.

0

New Orl~ans Exposition, a,nd af<.or
: ~t~'p~)~e!r:'J';~~~\\i~;~i~:P;~/:J~b;
0,1, al,

most Mtonisllingly

~t~

RADWAY'S lU:ADY RELIEF ls the only remedlnl
a.~~ut in vogue that will inJ.t:iutly stup µai..n. U luat.;..ntly relieves and soon cur~s

f;~~e
~e1~~~i~~eaie~~;~!::e~.lyt~~;~

'l'he

1

THE·TRUEREUEF.

"And are you educating her?"
"Yes; I am teaching- her how to wash
and iron. "-Bost,,n Co'urier.
th--;
I l\t the

Reliot

II

llE CEIY.:AI'EST A"N1' l'll':!lT ~mDICINE
FOll
FAMILY USE 1:, TUE WOl\LD_
lr. from. one to tw ..,ut, m~nai.;~s. n1~ver fails to ~
lieve PAIS "t\''ith one thortmgh a,pplica.tion.
No mat,..
ter Sow v-1~lout or excrncia.ting- the µain, the Rbeom:i.tic. Bedrid·dPu, Infirm, Crippled, :Kcrvon!'.1.Nm1-

"Yes. Nothing will satisfy her short
of bei»g fitted to become the wife of a
noble,nan."

BOSTON
ELECTRIC
CO.,

,ngtb

Radway's
Ready

CINCER,
Grocers

and

Dealers.

THE

HOUSEKEEPER.
DOMESTIC

HINTS.

Never let the tea boil.

It rests you in sewing

to change

your

position often.
Flour and meal of all kinds should be
kept in a cool, dry place.
Put a little soda in milk that is to be
boiled, as an acid is formed by boiling.
Never put salt into soup when cooking
th
till it has been
oroughly skimmed, as
th
salt prevents
e scum from rising.
If a spider or dish gtts burnt in using,
do not scrape it, but put a little water and
ashes in and let it get warm.
It will come
off nicely.
No kitchen should be without scales to
test the integrity of things purchased by
weight, and to measure the quantities
of
various recipes.
If you wish to keep a sharp knife don't
put it in hot grease; stir your potatoe~
while frying or turn meat with a fork or
an old case-knife kept for the purpose.
Everybody does not know that pastry is
lighter if mixed with a knife instead of the
haad and rolled with a glass bottle instead
of a rolling-pin, but such is the fact.
For. bee stings or bites of poisonous reptiles, cleanse the parts and apply spirits of
hartshorn and sweet oil (equal parts), or
a poultice of onions or moist clay.
Cold meat, and bread dried into sawdusty innutrition,
should no more form
the staple of family meals, than your grate
be filled in cold weather with coke-dust
and mica.

APPLE JELLY.-For
this purpose
any
variety of sour apple may be used, but
crab apples make much finer jelly than
other kinds.
Cut apples in small pieces,
without peeling or coring.
Cover with
cold water and stew until soft, then drain
through jelly bag, flannel bag is best. Press
gently but do not squeeze.
Place juice on
the stove and boil half an hour, then to
four teacupfuls juice add one teacupful
granulated
sugar and boil ten minutes
longer, or until it jellies when dropped upon~ cold plate. The juice mu t be measured before boiling.
Jelly made with this
amount of sugar is far more palatable than
with the old rule of a pound of sugar to a
pint of juice.
__________
GLEA:N"I:N"Gs.-Itis a great mistake to
paint the wood-work in a house; nothing
should touch it that will mar or obscure
the grain and color of the ,mod.
Very large brass nails are effective as a
border for tapestry panels of screens.
A very pretty bedroom screen is made
of fine Canton matting and painted with
a branch of pomegranates
in a broad and
effective style; the frame is light bamboo.
All classes of house-furnishings
are made
as tastefully as could be desired, and one
need not be rich to have a prettily furnisheel house; furniture was never so beautiful
nor so ine_xpensive; a var_iety of new woods
has been mtroducecl durmg _the past few
years. and black walnut, \\·h1ch has bee_n
th e favorite wood for so long '.1 t 1'.11e, 18
now rarely seen; hazel wood \\·h1ch 1s of a
lighter shade than walnut, b11t has a similar figuring, is coming into nse, cherry
polished in imitation of mahogany, and
the cheerful light oak make beautiful and
durable bedroom sets.
Keat ,Yinclow curtains arc made of unbleached domestic, bound ,,·ith strips of
cretonne four inches wide. Cut Jambrequins of cretonne, bind "·ith common dress
binding hraid, color to m'.ltch cretonne.
Adel tassels made of many colors of double
crewel.

Each pantry should be provided with a
china and glass closet, where the family
supplies of such articles shall be arranged
in neat order, so as to be handled in th e
manner most convenient, hence tempting
to breakage as little as possible.
Any one who doubts as to the best way
to have clear jelly is assured on strong eviLinseed oil rnbbed on briskly with a
dence and many proofs that to allow the
piece of felt, will usuall_v remove the \\'hite
juice to drain through a flannel bag withwater-mark or ring on the wood of tableout squeezing it, will render this matter
tops or sideboards, that is made \\·here
easy and satisfactory.
goblets or pitchers are left to stand that
Black walnut may be stained to resemble are not perfectly dry underneath.
ebony by ,,·ashing the wood with a solution of sulphate of iron two or three times.
A GOOD HABIT.
Let the wood dry thoroughly, then apply
two or three coats of a strong solution of
It is a good plan to keep in the habit of
logwood. Afterward wipe the wood with "dressing up" in the afternoon, even if the
a wet sponge and polish it with linseed oil.
process consists only in putting on a clean
The simplest rules for the prevention of
sleeplessness are, Don't worry, and don't
think "I am afraid I shan't sleep." Think
the rest obtained by lying clown at full
length and reiaxing every muscle is one
means of restoration of the bodily power,
even if sleep does not come. A bath, or
showering the lower part of the spine with
cold water quiets the brain.
A little food,
if one is ht111gry, is a well-known remedy.
HOUSEHOLD

RECIPES.

QyINCE PRESERVES.-Are prepa1·ecl the
same as for canning. with this exception,
they requi1·e three-fourths pounds of sugar
to each pound of fruit, and must be boiled
until rich and thick.
SHIRLY SAUCE.-Chop very fine twentyfour large tomatoes, two large onions,two
peppers; add one tablespoonful of salt.two
of sugar, one teaspoonful each of ginger,
cloves, allspice, cinnamon, one nutmeg,
one pint vinegar.
Stew one hour and bottle while hot.
APPLE }Ai\1.-Peel sour apples, chop
quite fine; to each pound of apple use
three-fourths of a pound of sugar, and the
juice, and finely cut rind of one lemon,and
for three pounds of apple, one heaping teaspoonful of ginger.
Stew apples, sugar,
lemon and ginger one hour, then put in
cans or glasses and cover well. Keep in a
cool, dry place.
QyINCES.-~tinces
should be peeled,
the parings boiled in water then strained
through a sieve, and this used instead of
water in making a syrup for fruit. Use
one teacupful suga1 to two teacupfuls of
this liquid.
Steam quinces until a straw
will easily pierce them, then drop into syrup and stew fifteen minutes.
Can the
same as apples.
CRAB APPLE :vIAR~l.\LADE.-Cover apples with cold water and stew until very
soft, then press through a sieve. To four
teacupfuls apple pulp add one teacupful
Rugar, and stew one hour, stirring often tr,
prevent burning.
Put in cans while.hot,
or fill jelly glasses.
This marmalade
is
very' nice to put between layer cake, and is
also a dcliciou,, relishable sauce to serve
with roart meat or a "boiled dinner."

ball games or go round at night."
"Anything else?" "I don't gamble, frequent
bucket shops or bet on elections."
The
employer seemed satisfied, for he called
out to the head salesman with : "James,
just see if our angel department is full,ancl
if not send this young man up. "-Cinci,,nati Sun.
-----RESOLUTIO~S.
1¥hereas: The angel of death has again
,·isited Union Grange and taken another
link from the fraternal chain that binds us
in our Order, removing our \Vorthy Master, Xathaniel II. Sto\\'e; therefore,
Resolved, That we the members of Union
Grange reaiize the loss \\·e have sustained,
and the still heavier loss of those nearest
and dearest to him.
Resolved, That we eyer cherish a fond
remembrance of our departed brother, and
while we shall miss his presence in our
hall, may his character and life ever stand
a shining light to guide us through life's
rugged journey from earth to hea,·en.
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the bere,l\'ecl family and earnestly pray that they may ha,·e sustaining
grace in this their hour of affliction.
Resoh>ed, That a copy of t!1ese re,olutions be sent to the family of the deceased,
and a copy be placed upon our record.
CHARLES GLOVER,
}
Committee
g::r~\L~~ 1:;~:~1\:t'-M,
Resoft:~ions.
East Sumne1·, Aug. 21st, 1886.

For Toilet

AYER'S:!;\~cY~i~fsf~~iot·er

,:-~:
nearly bald for six years, tluring \\'luch
time I used many hair preparations._ ln:t
without success.
Indeed, what ltttle
hair I had was growing thinner, until

to\~\~~;}~~~\:~~:
J;JI~·ylc~;;eit
,~~\~

d;~\fL~
1

0

.air.

HAIR

~~7it f~~~d~~~~';eha~:a::~/r~-~~;
and color restorntl to it by the t!se of
A "er's Hair Yio-or. ~"':'lf,hair \\':ts tl,in,
fa~letl, and dry, an<l feil our in large
quantities.

_..\..yer's Hair

\-rigor ~topp~tl

1
1
~~'.¼i;~!t
~%1~t
1!to;·egr:{iJtf·u~
t\~;
hair, this preparation has no equal. 0

Mary N. Hammond,

'
•

But that is no reason why yon should not buy

The Royal B Atlantic, Modern Atl~n_tic, ancl M1lrndo
r:rngcs, the Popula1· Cook stove, and the Dnung ....Roor:n Companion. For parlor wood Rtov~s W<.'h~1.vethe t:5unshrne and
Radiant; also modern makes ot Coal ~tovPs.

FARMING TOOLS.
The Yankre Plow-the be1-tin Oxford County, 8hovels,
Spades, Hoes, .Mnnme Forks, etc.
Also Gla:-:s \Vare, Frnit ,Jars, Flower Pots, Hanging
Lamps, Pumps, Sink,-, Lead Pipe, Paints ~1!1d Oils. <2arpenter's
Sn pp lies. Table and l'oe;l~el ( 'ntle~·y.
. I 111 and t:5heet It-on
woi k done to onlt>r. Pnces to smt the tunes.

E. FaGOULD
& COa,CANTON,
ME.
'D\~1'6(J~#~
~r·O)Wer
thaf"'i
M ~ ,~ , ~~· .
Use. !t,,i.,,Q~

Ayer's Hair Vigor keeps the hair soft
and pliant, imparts to it the lustre and
freshness of youth, causes it to grow
luxuriant!~-, eradicates Dano.ruff, cures
all scalp diseases, and is the most cleanly of all hair preparations.

~el~~~~;:i3: c~~p!ti,':ai~

gg 0 IN THE SHADE

Stillwater,

Minn.

BEtl/D~ 11E--:'l<D~
ll&~1J8
C'. IT. Lncas wisht>,- to iuforn1 tit(' publi<' that he is prepared
to fnrnislt
•111rthi1w
in his line at Bo:;ton prices, as he cxclm11ges g-oo(l,: 1rnwufactnred
by
0
iti1i1,1!lf for 1r0ods in the ,V,ttch and ,foWt,lry li11< ll'hiclt e1wl>les llirn to glve
b<'tter prices"'tlrn11 ever. ,Just consider some of 011r priees.
0 ,

\\'p will sell Wm. Ellery 11 jewelled key windi11g \V,1tcltcs, 3-ou11cc silver case,
for SI ,!.00.
Br(lad \nty 7 jewelh•d in ~ilver case, for $8.00-nickcl
case $6.50. .No.
7 1,:1.,.i11.
7 j< wPl<;, in nick<'! c,tse for $G..'.i0, in $ilver case ,$8.00.
Xo. 13 B~lgin, in:~•rniite ~ilver c,t~e for $12.00.
Hackford, H,unpden,
and lllii10is \Vatch Co.'s at
propnrtiouately
low pri<:e,.
Knights of L·tbor Pins from :1,3ccuts t<, $2.00.
We
also ha Ye a tint> line of K11ives. Fork,- ,tnd Spoons at tlie following prices:
K~IVES-Hogers'
.Best, $-t00; 2d, $3.50. Sheffield, $2.00; Standanl
Silver
PlatP ( 'o .. $2.50.
_
FORKS-Hogers'
A 1, i::;G.00; W:llla<w Brother::;', $LOO; Standard
Silver Plate
Co .. :u;o.
SPOO.NS-'J'<,,t. $3.00 per tlozPn; Desert, $1.00 per pair; Table. $1.15 per pair.
'.\fa~onic. 0th! Fellow. and all othPr emblems ,tt low prices for cash.
We lrnve
,t full line of Chains, Charius. B,tr pins. l'i11s a11d Drops, either
in plate, crape, jct,
stoue or solid gold.
Anything we do not have in stock w,, can furnish at short notic!'.
0

Fine

Watch Repairing

in all tL· bra11chcs, also Sewing

Jiachzne

and

VIGOR,
r~~~!~a~~~ o}~t~t\;~i~-\l~~i
Jv.fodels built at short notice, and all kinds small Jiachine
calico dress, smoothing the hair, and donbe prcsen·ecl for an indetinite pPriod by
UTork done i1z a workmanlike
ma1tner.
ning a fresh white apron, collar and cuffs
the use of AYer's Hair Yigor. -A disease of the scalp caused 1ny hair to be-and that whether company is e,:pectecl
come harsh and dry, and to fall ont
or not. It is the custom for some to sneer
freely. :?\othin;; I Triecl seemed to do
me any goo,1 until I commen!'ed using
and say "Oh, clothes don't make the man."
Ayer's Hair Yigor. Three uottlcs of
Opposite the Depot,
Canton, Me.
No, they don't-alone;
but they help make
this preparation restored my hair to a
health,· condition, antl it is now soft
every man, woman and child.
If the huand pliant. lily scalp is cured, and it
lfb"
MARVELOUS
PR.ICES.
~
man being is the gem, clothes are at least
is also f:·c,e from dandruff. -Mrs. E. R
Foss, :IIih,·aukee, \Vis.
the setting-and
we all know what a difference that makes. It is not sufficiently
Complete Novels and Other Works, by Famous Authors, Almost Given Away!
recognized that clothes have a moral influSold by Druggists and Perfumers.
rr~e r~~«:tl;;:o:~so~~e:ou:~~1~!~r:..ne;~~~n~r:~~to~o~l~·.~~ota~!~t7~rhs1~bjt~~·:l~i
,~.~l~\~i\\at:~~1!'~~1~1~:~~~ien~:
ence in addition to their effect upon the
list. wfthout. unding therein many that he or she would like to pos:;ei;is. In cloth-bound funu these booki. would cost $1 00
eye. The woman or child who is well
each. F:a.ch book iii comvlcte in itself.
PERFECT SAFETY, prompt action, and
l. The
Widow
Uedott
Paper~.
This Is t~e book
wonderful
cnrath·e properties, easily
dressed experiences a sense of moral elevao,·er whi..:h your grandmother:> Jaught.?d till they cried, n.ud
it is just as funnl' to-di\,\' 11.:<Cl'er.
place A~·er's Pilis at the head of the list
tion, an added self-respect. besides the
t. Faney
\V Ork for Jlon.ie Ador~u~ent,
an enof popnlar remedies for Sick and KerYpleasure of appearing becomingly arrayed.
ons Heaclaclws, Constipation, and all ailIn connection with this idea, the young
3. Grimm's
Fulry
StorJc,- for the Youn~.
Tbe
ments origiI1atin 6 in a disordered LiYer.
ftoest collection of fairy storic~ ever published. The childshould be instructed that lavish expendiren wtll be delit;:hted with lhem.
I ha,·c !Jc•<'n a great sufferer from
4-. The Lady ot the
Lake.
By Sir Wnlter Scott.
ture is not necessary for tasteful apparel.
Readael"'·
arnl A,·cr's Cathartic Pills
" The Lady ot the Lake·· h a romao~e in verse, and or all
tbe works or Scott none is more beauttful than tbia.
One can be just as ladylike in a gingham
are tiH' ,>nh- mcdirinc that has eYer
~- M.anunl of Etiquette
for La.die&and Gentlemen, a
,;i,·ex.:.:1ll' ,-.. 'it>f. One close of these Pills
guide to politeness and good breeding, giving the rules of
dress as in a silk one, if only it fits well, is
1
will n11;..;,:,. moYe mv bowels, and free
ru6~eThe~i~:!:J':r~
ri~;~o:s·wrtter
for Ladies and
of a becoming color, and i, perfoctly clean.
rn~· 11,:,d f:·;,,,1 pain . ..:__
William L. Page,
Go?ntlemeo, a complete guide to correspondence, giTing
plain directions for the compol!!tlon or letters or eTCr1
RichmouLl, ,-a.
"'
And, by the way, is not a dainty cleanlikind, with innumerable forms and examples.
7. Winter
Evcnln,g: Jtecreatlons,
a. large collection
ness of person and apparel a lady's greator Acting Charades, Tableaux. Garue11, Puzzles, etc., for
Ayer's
1ocial g11.tberlngs, priYate tbeatrical1, a.nd ennin&; ■ at
est charm?
Certainly, nothing can take
l'1·t.par0<lby Dr. ,1. C.Ayer S: Co., Lowell, Mass.
home, illustrated.
~old by a:l Dealers in :Medicine.
8. Olaloa:ucs, Uecltatlons
and Readh1ar"• a large
the place of it or make up for lack of it.
and cholce collect.ion for school exblbition1 and public and
priva.t.e entertalnment8.
A woman may be intellectual
and well9. Parlor
Maelo and Chemical
.Exoerlments,
a book which iells how to perform hundreds of amusing
read; but these high qualities seem only
tricks in m11,~c and instructive experiment.s with 1tmple
to throw the slovenliness
of an untidy
a.gfg,t.sThe Rome Cook Book nnd Family
Ph~81-elan, containing hundreds of excellent cooking rec1pe1
woman into higher relief. Young girls
and hlnts to housekeepers, also telling bow to cure all com·
should be instructed that personal neatness
has returned to Canton for a few months,
:!t:~::fr~~t,*F~{~!;1~£~i~:kao~~:v:ra.~:~~~~
and order are a woman's
most potent
Ing the peculiar life. habits, mannersa.nd cu1tom1 of the
where she will fill order,; for
~tsr~:!gc::;t~::;
Ji!::,t;:ti~
Pop~lar A uthou,
charms;
they should also learn to keep
embracing love humorous ~urt detective 1tone11, atorles of
:eo;:!::rn
li fe, ot ~dventure, of railway life, etc., all very in•
their wardrobes in good repair, and to do
13. Tt e Undaet of Wit. Humor and Fun, o. luge
up their own collars, cuffs and laces, that
:~Jejc;~~~ ~~a~b~!~~~~esot.o;~1~t~~k1~~~~:~v~c.~~t~•i11~~~:J'.
they may ha,·e plenty without makin~ it
H. Ut-efnl I{nowledg-e
f"or the Million,
a ha_ody
book of userul in formation for all, upon ma.ny and various
hard for mother and never wear a soiled Any kind of pictures copied ar,y size, in
•~i~i~11~;r•n::~:
A Novel, by Hugh Conway, author
one.
of"Oflrk Day!'l,"etc.
her u,nal cun,cientiou,
and artistic man0
0 kR
NEO ALEDOFFER::tc:~'~/~ffe~i~;o;;p~:/~~~\~~~~o~nt
2 °::n~tt~
:~:~~~~t!n;n1
A mother's appc'.lrance has a great inb
Senrt P.O. Xote. Registered Letter, or MoneyOrder,and &fidreH a•
8 20 t·t • rhe who1e 40 ror ,f'l.00,
.::.
FllAN1':i..L~
:SE\VS <.:OMPANY, 7"25 Filbert
Street, Philadelphia,
Pa.
fluence on the social and domestic eclucation of her children:
no woman, if ,he
~FW!'MIMil
stops to think ahout it, can afford to be
TEACHER OF VOCAL .MUSIC.
untidy before them.
If the queen of the
Ilnwe Peerl<>ss a11<l~ta11l!'y org-,w \\'lii,·lt
for
house sets the right example, the rest will r sell at rPaso1mble pricPs; warra 11tc:>d
live year;;.
Tuo~<' 11want of an or_ga11or
not be far behind.
And one more sugges- pia110 will clo well to call on or a(1d1·c~~
tion before closing: if you would keep the ahovc. These or•rans are w<•II ma<le
your men folks from coming to the table in eve,-y rPRpect, qni~!- in acti011. brill:,wt
Sewin" .Machines furnished if want.Pd
i11 tone, ,wtl voieed so the~· are ea~y to
in their shirt sleeves in warm weatherand the'"work Jeliven,cl at your. homes.
8i11g with.
They are seco1i<l to none.
such an unbecoming,
undignified
and
_
Apply by mail only to Wm. 11. Mitchell,
slovenly thing for the lords of creation to
Dixfield, Me., or to ,J. A. Bucknam &
do-just have ready at hand a light, cool
Co. Mechanic Falls, Me.
51tf
coat of alpaca or dark linen, which you can
buy ready-made or make yourself.-Housekeejer.
.N L. .Jl1EAND8, Prop 'r.

Charles H. Lucas,

Ayer's
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Pills,

]Uss JI. N Richardson

CRAYON
PORTRAITS.
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E. W. ALLEN,

Canton,

\NANTED

!

100 l?AMILIES
TO MAKE

CA 1\1
To N

CANTON,

COATS

Hou s E,
ME.

PICKLED
APPLEs.-1\,Iake a :-.yrup after
this rule: Two pounds of sugar to one
quart of vinegar, one teaspoonful cloves,
two teaspoonfuls
cinnamon,
one grated
nutmeg.
Drop in large apples p,'elecl,co1·eel and cut in quarters, or whole crab ap-

--•--- Centrally
lncated,
good attention,
and terms
rea
ile was a real nice young man, wore ~;~~:ible. Travelers taken to all parts ~~2~,c cnun
good clothes, went to Sunday school with
regularity, and had an excellent opinion
Dll-TJJ}:N.E/4:/k'!J!
11
of his own moral character.
He walked
At the "Old Decoster Carriage Sh"p," is prepar.
into a great clothing store in search of a ed to do all kinds of

pies, taking care that the syrup cover fruit.
Boil until tender but not broken, then
place in cans or jars; boil vinc'ga·r twenty
minutes
longer
and pour over fruit.
PP aches, pears, grapes, and other fruit
may be pickled after this recipe.

situation,ancl said, "I would like a phce.'
"Any experience?" asked the head of the
great establishment.
"Not much; but I
am a man of good habits.''
"So?"
"Yes.
I never swear, drink or chew; never play
cards or go to the races; don't bet on base

l/

W. F. PUTNAM,

Di:rfielrl, Jfo,ine .
\fanufacturer

of

DOORS,
SASH,WINDOW
& DOOR
FRAMES
CLA:ZED WINDOWS.
.\ll ki'1<1, monlclPdand plain fi11isl1.hal11-tcr,. ~PwPllR,
Bnickets.&c. A 1,o cltamhPr and clining-rr,r,m fnrnit11r<' Cllamher
~PtR nnrl Rxte11Rion 'I'ablcR a specialty.
,fobbing clone promptly.

Carr1'a[e
Rapa1'r1'nrr
a11d
Saw
F1'l1'n[.
lJ
g,
6tf

1000

feet

1.z

inch Bass Boards wantr.d

. tfsi;te A~:~~~a~f }~~~~:
N, W, AYER & SON, our •uth01•ized 11
agents.
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ADVERTISERS

can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing

fields are scarce, bot those who write to
Stinson & Co., Portland, Maine, will receive
Cree, Cull information about work which
tbeycando,and
live at home,that will pay
them Crom $5 to I~ per day. Some have
earned over$50 In a day. Either sex, young or old. Capital
not required. You a.re started free. Those who start at once
are a\Jsolutel1 s1uc of snug 1ittle fortune,.
All is uew.

GOLD

Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,
Nevvspapel'
Advertising
10 Spruce
St., Nevv
10cts.
for 100-Page

Send

Bureau,
York.
Pamphlet.

Se lldllfff#JS~
Boot & Shoe Maker.
Over P. Hodge's hlacksmith
~hop. All
kinds of repairing.
Cnstom making- to
measure, from Thomas' cPlehrntetl calf to
finest Freuch .. Orders solicited.
3-37

'

pose that another does, because the one
does not understand how the other receives
his ray of divine light.
When God the
-:(-):-Fat~er of us all who knows all things does
not Judge or condemn, but sheds by His
PUBLISHED
THURSDAYS
AT
own unchangable law, II is love, and light,
and mercy, a, in the finite scope of our unCANTON, OXFORD COUNTY, ME,
derstanding we do obsen·e that !Ie sheds
IIis rain upon all alike-the
just and the
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.
unjust.
Tht:re is a maxim in the common
~aw which affirms of innocency until guilt
One copy, one year, _ $r.so.
IS proven.
Who is so wise as to know his
If paid one year in advance, $1. 25 _ brother's guiltiness or innocency before
God? Even so, who is so saint-like as to
Same rates for 3 or 6 months.
presume to judge in any degree a fellow~No
paper discontinued
until all ar- being?
Who is so wise as to mark out by
;~~r~f~t:~~
~aid, except at the option of the divine precepts a pathway for another,
1
and refuse fellowship to all by judging
. Papers promptly discontinued at expirathem without God's grace who do not see
t10r. of the time paid for when so ordered·
Ile himself finds them
otherwise they will be continued.
' fit to walk therein?
a life study, the full length of which life
however diligently applied only leads to
ADVERTISING
RATES.
the exclamation at last :-"0,
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Isn't di1-2
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Christ the embodiI
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50 vine truth, and Jesus
. BUSINESS
NOTICES
in reading column and read ment of that truth, the foundation and su1
~)
1?;rcerrfr
~~:~~ ft~bs~~~e~7{
i~1rssir~;~~:tion au<l4 cts perstrncture
of the church?
And arn 't
the isms in and the sl!cts of the Christian
. Brief am_rnuncements of Births, Deaths and l\Iarnagcs a;c inserted free,
but Obituary
Lines or church formed by the di,·ergence of opinResolutions
of respect to the memorv of departed
members of any society will be charicd
for at the ion as to how that truth shall be embraced?
rate of 5.ccnls per line. Brief, historical sketches
Isn't it along this line, as tortuous as hu~~J~i~:;~;i~~\1I'ee~~~e~u~~~1<~~11:~~r;1~ri~ad~a~i~,c~~;
man waywardness,
that God's church is
•charged for, but solicited when the subject has been
divided into regiments of hostile factions,
well known in this dcinity.
which in all degrees of contention, from
cold indifference to deadly combat, have
NEWSPAPERDECISIONS,

¢anfoq, ¢tltphon11.
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, . Any person wh? takes a p,q,cr regularly from and does put God"s truth to open shame.
directed to hun or another, or We haven't even the con~istency
in the diresponsible for vision of Christ's
body (which
is the

the office-whether

~1;J~e1~~~:,;~~tas
subscribed or not-is

It a person orders his paper discontinued he church)
11_1ustpay all arrcareages,
or the publisher may con- dividing
2.
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We

erntnent, in civil polity, hut in re)igion \Ve
observe a thrice rented Christ.
Three
churches, where there ought to be but one
in the whole world. This is the problem:
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DAMNATION

ARMY.

-a~.AnCINso~&C

Much has been sard in favor of, and in
opposition to, the Salvation Army.
Its
JJ·coR.PEARL&.MIDDLE
ways, means, and methods have been critPORTLAND,
ME.
icised with more or less seYerity, and much
fault has been found with the things clone 1
and ,dth the manner of doing them. Members of the SalYation Army have frequently been mobbed and arrested, and sometimes fined and imprisoned, while their parades and performances haYc often been
discountenanced
and forbidden.
\Vhilc we do not feel obliged to approve
or dirnpprove of all that the Salrntion Army has clone, we would call attention
to
another army which does not seem to attract as much notice as its importance demands.
It is the Damnation Army, whose
organization is more ancient, whose forces
are much larger, and whose operations are
much more widely extended than those of
the Salvation Army.
It has more recruits,
more soldiers, more officers, more money,
and more men, than the Salvation Army
can ever expect to have. It does more
marching; not always in straight
lines;
makes more noise, more tumult, more hulGrand special announcement
for the consideration of the Housekeepe·rs of :'11:aine,
labaloo than the Sah-ation
Ariny ever New !Jampshire, Vermont and Connecticut:

STs.O.

thought of making.
It has filled more
prisons, hospitals.
alms-houses
and asylums with its shattered wrecks than the
Salvation Army could fill if it:; entire force
,vas quai-tered in those institutions .
The organization of the DamJ1ation Army is ,·ery complete.
It has hundreds of
thousands of recruiting officers and drillrooms.
Its officers stand behind the bar
well-fed, ruddy-nosed,
portly, and self~
possessed.
The rank and file are in front
of the bar, in e,·ery condition of presen-ation and dilapidation, from the high-toned
swell, the proud aristocrat,
the inheritor
of millions, and the rising politician,down
to the little boy, the wan-faced girl, and
the seedy-looking
tatterdemalians,
poverty-stricken,
wretched,
helpless,
noisy,
abusiYe, unreasonable,
riotous,
viole,;t,
criminal, degraded, diseased, and insane.
It would be quite impossible
for any
tongue to tell the woes and miseries caused by and endured in this Damnation Army, and yet it h,is seemed to attract comparatively very little notice or attention.
It gathers its recruits, young, bright, intelligent, gay, witty, and brilliant;
and it
turns out its veterans,
bold, brazen, degraded, debauched, diseased, ruined, and
lost.
It marches
solid columns
down
the dark
gorges of its
intemperance
and crime

-Canton
village-A.
The church of God
-B.
The sectarian attitude of that chur~h
-C 3d-the world. What is the condition
of the church?
Solve it, you who will!
Solve it, you who include God and yourselves in a closed communion,
excluding
OURBOSTON
LETTER.
your fellows who are not as you elect.
Solve it, you who make an unlocked gate
BOSTON, Sept. 15, 1886.
of "'Free \Viii," and limit its sweep by
From time to time there appears in the your own peculiar free will. Solve it, you until they stream over the a\\·ful precipices
columns of the secular press of our city, who persist that because God has a ~mi- of perdition, and melt into the blackness
articles on the duty of the church and the verse in His hand, and you have one in of darkness forever!
The Damnation Arproper and improper attitude of Clwistian- your hearts, that all must have one in
their heads on salvation grounds.
Soh·e my brings its recruits from the homes of
ity, in the affairs of common and practical
life; and there is much inspiring
truth in it, all you who are inkrested (and "·ho is joy and peace and love; it sends its Yetersome of them.
Recently in the columns not) in the perpetuation of Christian
civ- ans away into sorrow, misery and destrucof the Herald, our ideal paper, there ap- ilization.
Is God divided because we can- tion, from which they never return.
The Damnation Army has its barracks,
peared one such headed: "\.Vork for our not agree as to His relation to us? Are
Rural Churches," and it savored of true stable m~rals, social progress,
peace, and its camps, its outposts everywhere. Every
spirituality-that
is, as coming ,from the harmony among men, promoted and main- drinking saloon is a recruiting office, eYery
heart of one "of the household of Goel." tained by the integrity of Christian
wor- gambling den, e,·ery brothel, every haunt
Yes! the writer of the article seems as one ship, or by the selfish gratification of an of sinful pleasure is an outpost or a fortress
that "doeth truth,"
having come to the unchurchecl and unsocial humanity?
Solve of this army.
The Damnation Army has its reserYes
light that his deeds may be made mani- this problem, you who have children in
fest; in fact, as one who has been "born your home that are losing the hallowed in- in every prison, and its inYalids in every
hospital,
anxiously waiting till they can
again."
I say ''seems to be such a one." fluences oi the family altar and the church
The fact that he has is not for me to judge, sanctuary.
Solve it, you who say that the rejoin their regiments; while every almsbut is matter for the eternal record kept in Lord's day is no better than any day; and house is a refuge for the disabled Y-eterans.
God's secure archives.
The theme of this it certainly is not for sordid amusement or It has its foragers in the shape of beggars
and tramps at every back door or front
article was so applicable to the church and selfish, sottish rest; but for public worship,
Christian affairs in villages and rural dis- it seems divinely designed.
Solve it, dear door in the land where there is a chance to
tricts with which we were familiar that we friends, and good-all-by
building
in get cold victuals, or hot victuals, old
carefully read it, and we thought of all the your several homes the altar of God; by a clothes, or new clothes. This army forages
sad things in the affairs of the Christian
system of daily prayer offerings: and thus liberally, and lives in the country where it
You and I, ternp.erate and
church, sectarian division is chief. And kindle upon the family altar a flame of is quartered.
the fact is undeniable,
as this article af- Ulliver.<al love off from which you may industrious as we may be, do many a hard
firms, that in the village or rural church take a coal as you shall Elect, for the lips day's work to feed and clothe and protect
all-devouring host.
where it may work the greatest possible of stranger, friend or foe, as they shall b_y thisWhat
shall be clone with the Damnation
to be. Army?
injury, to-day it is most rife. What the their own Free Will determine
Suppose we turn our attention to
rain drop on the wide expanse of the water- Solve it by warming the sanctuary of God it, investigate its origin, examine its forces,
shed is to the larger gatherings
of water, with the fire of that same love in your own scan its roster, see who is commander-inyours chief, and who are its aiders, abettors,
the village and rural home is to the city. heart, in you1· own place, in-not
nor your neighbor's,
but God's church;
Thus the church, the mentor of the home
sympathizers, and supporters;
inquire inhas its widest influence in the pastora; patiently. diligently, not from selfish loYe, to its aims, scrutinize its record, and inbut because it is right and best, not only spect the work it does. Having done this,
fields-the
village and rural environment.
Goel, perhaps we shall be prepared to act.
This brings us to the painful part of our for time and self, but for Eternity,
Agree with
subject; for what a home is without the in- progeny, and your-neighbor.
The Damnation Army means rebellion,
your
brothers
and
sisters,
not
because
you treason, murder, desolation, and perdition.
fluences of the Christian church need not
be described.
\.Vhat a home is having nar- are convicted upon the minor details of It makes war on home, happiness,
life,
the Christian religion as they are, but berow, exclusive, sectarian
Christianityhealth and peace. Shall not every man,
which may be better than none but it is cause you honor and love persons who
and every woman, rally to resist the prohave convictions; and though you cannot
deplorable that the1e must be any suchgress of this army, and to turn back its
we will turn from.
agree to agree, yet harmoniously agree to
myriads from the paths of sin to the ways
The home in which is inculcated broad, disagree, and live and love and abide toof peace? Shall we not also pray to Goel,
inclusive,
love-giving
Christianity;
as gether in the house of the Lord forever;
broad as ourhumanity,as
inclusive as God at home and at church, by yourselves and the loving and mighty one, whose arm
is all in all, and as love-giving
as God with your neighbor;
and let the Lord's alone can work deliverance and bring salwho so loved his children of the world that will be done, and His kingdom come on vation, to turn the.feet of the wayward and
sinful into paths of rightenusness,
and
He gave the priceless, unspeakable gift of earth as it is in Heaven.
gather the multitudes who are awal from
His own son to bear in extreme suffering
The election pleases everybody, because
God
into
the
ranks
of
those
who
;re
rea message of truth for all to believe, that the will of the people is peacefully arrived
deemed by blood and saved by grace dithey may not perish but live forever;at. And we know the best of the possible
the home resting in a Christianity
of this is obtained. and on the whole the verdict vine.-Chri 5t ian Age.
character could have no sectarian creed is, "The saloon must go," for that was the
Kimball Post 38, G. A. R., and Kimball
that would exclude humanity or a part of chief issue involved.
Post Relief Corps of Livermore Falls, are
it, _o_rattempt to include in a monopolizing
SHOMER.
to have a picnic at the East Livermore
spmt God or any of His revealed attricamp ground on Wednesday,
Sept. 22.
butes.
Such a home would not quibble
Wh_en th{system
is debilitated by dis- The Posts at Canton, Turner, 'Winthrop
and
Chesterville
have
been
invitee!
to be
':ith a neighboring home about any par- ease,_ It should be strengthened and ienewThis medi- present.
ticular set of rules or tenets of belief; or e~l w~th A_yer's Sarsaparilla.
of man-made interpretation
of divine truth cme 111var1ab~y_rr?ves itself worthy of all
When symptoms of malaria appear, in
t~att can be said m_its favo_r._ Sold by drugand faith, the author and finisher of which g'.s-s and dealers 111 medicmes.
Price $1. any form, take Ayer's Ague Cure. 1t will
prevent a development
of the germs of
is the Christ:
The divine light shines in- Six bottles, $5.
disease, and eradicate them from the systo the darkness which does not compretern. A cure is warranted
in every in.
The
F\rst
Cavalry
Association
is
to
have
hend it, but which must give place to it
stance.
its re-un10n at Skowhegan on Sept. 30.
unless man closes the shutters by being so
Rev. Fred M. Preble of Windsor, Vt.,
blind that he will not see; which it is not
The Freshman class at Colby Universihas declined a call to the pastorate of the
reasonable for one to affirm or even sup- ty numbers 35·
Baptist Church in Farmington.

Communications,

Plate

let.

1

,~~:~~~~:[;~,:~ ~etrr~~l~i:11em
uncalled

r case,

fDS.

that His executioners exercised in
His rain1ent.
i:;~~nCoN~~~ In the village of Canton harmony of purpose reigns in all else, in school and go,·-
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Chamber Sets Manufactnred from all the Popular Woods, ASH, PINE. C!TERRY.
OAK, MAHOGANY
and W r\LXUT.
The largest and best selected stock in the
country.
Every Set Warranted, and F,·eight Prepaid to your depot.
These sets are
marked at Prices for September Sales, TIIA T ha,·e no Parallel in the Business. \\Trite
for cuts and description if you cannot come and see the line, and Remember We Prepay the freight to your depot, and sell you these Sets for Ca~h, or a quarter of the
amount down, and the Balance by the week or month.
Furnish your Homes and enjoy Home comforts while Paying for them.

Cat·pet Department.
In this Department we have some of the Greatest
England.
For instance, we are selling

Bargains

E,·er Shown

in New

.90
$1.25
1.25
1.25
.55 &up•
1.00 .,

R0xbury Tapestry, per yard
Lowell Body Brus:-5els, ''
Bigelow
h
Handsome Velvets
All-wool Ingrains
All-wool 3-rly

Oil Cloths. Rugs and Mats at unheard-of Prices, and Freight Prepaid to your depot. "'rite for Samples of the,e goods.
Don't Pay Long Prices when we can and
will save your money eYery day in the week. and the Largest Stock and Largest and
Lightest Floor to show carpets on in the country.

PARLOR

FURNITURE.

In thif Department we wish Every intending Purchaser could just drop in and see
our line and get our Prices on Hair Cloth Suits, Silk Plush Snits, :Mohair Plush Suits
and all Kinds of Parlor Suits, Easy Chairs and Rockers known to the trade.
Any
one who has seen onr store knows that we cannot adequately
represent the stock on
paper. all we can say is thi$:
We have Hair Cloth Sets at from $35 and up to $90;
Silk Plush Parlor Sets all prices from $100 upwards, and :Mohair Plush Sets from
$17.50 np to $250; and unquestionably
the Largest assortment to select from in the
State, and only exceeded in Boston by our Boston Store.
Don't spend your time and
111oney travelling when you can be suited right here at a less price.
We have no hesitation in snying that we can and do, do Business 10 to 15 per cent. cheaper in Portland than can be done in Boston and New York; and we further say that we have unquestionably the Best Building for our Business to be found in either of those cities.
\Vrite for cuts and descriptions.
A quarter down and the Balance by the week or
month.

Stoves and Ranges.
:Never before have we exerted ourselves to please the public in the matter of Heating Stoves as this year, and we believe we shall make the Finest Exhibit of these
goods this Fall ever shown east of Boston.
Our line will be full and complete in a
few day$, and will include the Latest Patterns of the "Low" Art Tile Works.
This
-is a special line of Franklin
Stoves never before shown in the country, and will be
bold at from $40 to $265 each. \.Ve shall make a Special Exhibit of these goods about
Sept. 20, and then we will call further attention to them.
Our Popular line of Par!or Stoves will ran 5e in price from $4.50, 6, 8, 10, 12.50, 15, 18, 21, 25, 27, 30, and $35.
We sold over 1,200 of these Parlor Stoves last fall and winte, and we have yet to hear
a complaint.
Our price this year will be the same as last, notwithstanding
the 15 per
cent. advance in the price. \Ve are enabled to do this because we c0ntracted for these
goods last i\lay, before the advance.
In our Range Department we are still selling at the old price, the New Tariff, OJ:iaker, First National. Groveland, New Byron and Our Choice.
Every Range is warranted a Baker.
Write for cuts of Stoves and Ranges.
We will sell them for cash or
on our Special Contract System-One-fourth
clown, Balance by the week or month,
and the Freight Prepaid to your depot.
Don't delay ordering.

DINING
ROOM
FURNITURE
n Every Style. 40 Styles of Sideboai·ds; Shades and Drapery
in Endless Variety;
and more than a One Hundred Thousand Dollar Stock of House-furnishings
to select
from. All enquiries th:-ough the mail will receive prompt and careful attention, and
cuts and photographs of Furniture, Stoves and Ranges, and Samples of Carpets, will
be cheerfully sent on appiication.
Open every Evening.

Electric Lights on 3 floors.
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Pearl&,Middle
Sts.,Portland.
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The Shell aiul the Worl<l.
and I can make good bread and biscuit, corned Lilias Wayland with a smiling
Fear No Grief.
and poor mama always said I was a good hospitality which belonged to the an- The world was like a shell to meMortal, if thou art beloved,
lts voice with distant song was low1
housekeeper, and if Mr. Glencross i8 cient regime, and almost before she
Life's offencesare removed;
But now its mysteries I know;
And the fateful things that checked thee
really so miserly as Charley thinks he knew it the girl found herself chatting I hear the turmoil of the sea.
Hallow, hearten and protect thee.
would look at the economy of the innocently away to her hostess, as if she
PUBL'ISRED THURSDAYS, AT
Grow'st thou mellow? What is age?
had lived all her life in the sunshine of The whirling, soft and tender sound
thing. At least, it is worth trying.
Tinct on life's illumined page.
That meant I know not what of loreSo favorably did Lilias Wayland re- that pleasant sn:::le; while Paulus GlenCANTON, OXFORD CO., ME. Where the purple letters glow
I dream its mysteries now no more;
gard this iden, broached iu her sore ex- cross, busied among some papers at the Its reckle 3s meaning I have found.
Deeper, painted long ago.
What is sorrow? Comfort's prime,
tremity, that !in two days from the even- table beyond, watched the sweet chang- 0 shell, I held thee to my ears
B. N. iARVER, Editor and Proprietor,
Love's choice Indian summer clime:
·when I was younz, and smiled with pridt
ing in which she had bidden good-by to ing, countenance with a new interes_t.
Sickness! '£hou wilt pray it worse
• I never saw such a lovely face m my
To stand aglow at marvel's side!
her handsome, reckless brother,
she
A correspondent proposes the question
For such blessed balmy nurse.
life,"
he
thought.
"The
profile
is
as
I
O
world, thy voice is wild with tears!
stepped from the car3 ut the New York
to a Southern paper: '·Whom shall girls And for death! when thou art dying
purely
Grecian
as
the
face
of
the
Hero
I
-Rose Hawthorne Lathrop in Atlantic.
depot, dressed in a sober brown suit that
'Twill
be
Love
beside
thee
lying.
marry?" The editor has been wrestlin"'
on my mother's cameo, and the eyes arc
made
her
look
like
a
shrinking
little
Death
is
lon~some?
Ob,
how
brave
with it for some months, but has neve;
HUMOROUS.
Shows the foot-frequented Jl:rave!
mouse, with her carpet bag in her hand. as full of shifting lights as a diamond!
thought of a nice young man with a fat
Heaven itself is but the casket
A little inquiry sufficed to bring her Upon my word, this little new cousin is
On tick-the telegraph operator.
bank account and no evil habits as beinP" For Love's treasure, ere he ask it-to the street where Jlfr. Glencross re- an acquisition!''
competent to fill the bill.
Ere with burning heart he follow,
When Lilias wrote her happy lettei
"Items of Interest"-The
entries in
Piercing through corruption's hollow.
sided--a stately avenue, lined ou either
Ida Lewis,· famous for her efforts in If thou art beloved, oh! then,
i;ide with elegant paiaces, the like of home that night Mr. Glencross added a your bankbook.
The latest pronunciation
of matri•
rescuing the drowning at Newport. is the Fear no grief of mortal men.
which Lily had never seen in the plainer pleasant postscript and Charley Wayonly woman in the world who holds the
-Co, 1 teniporary Review.
city where she had been born and bred. land knew that his season of peril was mouy is "matter o'money."
Monkeys are very prudent.
They are
position of government lighthouse keeper.
Her heart sank within her as she stood on over.
Lily had been nearly a month the all four-handed creatures.
Although past middle age she is always
HER
BROTHER'S
DEBT'.,
the broad brown-stone steps leading up
"Base Coin"-The
money placed in •
on the lookout for any unfortunates needto the carved rosewood door, on which n guest of the stately old lady in black
ing her help, and would go to their re''Oh, Charley, Charley, how could you silver plate bore the name of ''Glen- silk and Valcnciennes lace, when one the foundation stone of public buildings.
day Paulus, coming suddenly into the
When a girl talks about "two strings
lief as promptly as when a lithe and P"- do such a thing?"
cross" in old English letters.
to her beau," does she mean his suspendtive girl."""'"""""""""""""""""""""""""""
Lilias Wayland's rouni cheek was
Then, coloring deeply at her own cow- purple twilight of th e drawing-rooms,
fou nd her sitting all alone with tear• ers1
The chief of the Bureau of Engraving blanched to an unwonted whiteness as ardly tremuloumess and utter lack of all
"How high do you want to insure
at Washington is somewhat of a jo'.rnr. she stood before her brother iu the close, resolution and enterprise, she rang the drops glittering on her peachy cheek.
"Why Lily, what is the matter?"
your house?"
"About up to the chimWhen asked what would probably be cramped room which constituted her sole bell to settle the question at once and
"No th ing, Paulus"-they
had grown ney."
the design on the tax stamp for oleo- home.
definitely.
to
be
good
friends
by
this
time-"only
Ch J W 1 d
h d
d. •
"ls Mr. Glencross at home?" she asked
No matter how much a man hates a
margarine, he replied a ·'stuffed goat"
ar ey ay an ' a an some 1ss1pa- of the colored servant who answered the I have been dreaming very pleasantly,
would be most appropriate.
That would ted-looking youth of two or three and
and the time of waking has come at creditor he invariably asks him to call
best represent a "bogus butter."
The twenty, with bold, black eyes and a merry summons.
last."
again.
Cultivator thinks that no public man mouth that seemed made only to smile,
Yes, Mr. Glencross was at home;
"You mysterious little sphinx, what
"For impudence you take the palm!" ...,
would desire to have his profile identified sat opposte her, looking half-repentant,
would the young lady enter? .A.ndLilias on earth do you mean?"
is the lass said to the dude when she
with the fraudulent stuff sold in compe- half defiant, as she spoke.
was shown into an apartment curtained
She colored and cast down her eyes.
slapped his face.
tition with the honest manufacture of tJ-.~
"Lilly, I couldn't help it. I tell you with heavy folds of purple satin and
"The five hundred dollar•, PaulusWhen banks become unsteady because
dairy.
I was hard up. .A. fellow must have c.irpcted with velvet of the same rich they are yet to be paid.
No-don't
in- of failing tendencies, even the depositor
money· you women don't know anythino- color, an apartment whose dusky splen- terrupt me. I cannot consent to indulge is liable to lose his balance.
There are various methods of amuse- about ;he temptatio·ns and necessities of dor made her think of all the stories she your generous impulses.
I must pay
"Once I saw a diver remain under
ment in different parts of the world the world!"
had read of enchanted palaces in the you, and there is no other way for me
among different people. For instance,
"But, Charley,,, she faltered, "do you realms of fairy land.
than to seek a situation as governess or water for half an hour."
"Pshaw!
I
one of the pastimes among the convicts know how this s~me world, as you phrase
As Lilias sat on the silken sofa, wait- instructress in some seminl!,.ry. So Pau- I sa~,a man dive once and he never came
I
in the Georgia prison camps that affords it, looks at the deed you have just com- ing with a throbbing heart for the ap- lus, I have written an advertisement,and
up.
amusement to the ''tmstys" is for one of
An article is going the rounds of the
them to take a three or four mile run mitted?
Oh, Charley, and her voice pearance of her 1mknown cousin, the if you will be so kind as to take it dow.i
"How to manage a wife."
early in the mornino- to keep the blood- grew low and tremulous,
"it is a thought stole into her mind that he to the office of some one of the dail v press headed:
• Of course the article was written by ll
hounds in tr,iinino-: The trusty is al· 1forgery!''
wasn't so much of a "miser" after all; papers--"
"Give it to me!" he interrupted.
single man.
ways perfectly willino- to make the race
"Nonsense, Lill! It's only borrowing and then came a sick sort of misgiving
She placed it confidently in his hand;
''Dick, did you ever see the church
if paid for his trouble\y the bosses. The I a p~rt of o:d Glencross' unused milli~ns that her mission was all in vain.
bell that hangs in the tower?"
"No,
only danger connected with it, says the.j to aid my needs. I wrote and asked him
''For surely," she thought, glancing he tore it deliberately in strips.
Georgia paper from which the item is I for cash, and he, the unmannerly lout, tremulously round the elegant apartment,
"Paulus," she cried in amazemen~.
James, but I have often seen the church
taken is that some thouo-htless person refused. Well, what could he expect "he will not want any one to make
"Lily, th1S is nonsense. If you want belle that sits in the right-hand
front
migh; tr.ke a shot at the r~nning negro
after this, but that I should help my- bread or look after the kitchen expendi- to pay me you can."
pew."
thinking that he was making his escap~ self?"
tures. I wish-oh, I wish that I was
"But, Paulus, you know I have nothRestaurant matron-I
want you girls
from the camp.
Lilias wrung her slender hands.
safe at home again!"
ing in all the world!"
to fix up a little extra and look as pretty
"How dare you, Charley!
That a
The thought had scarcely framed itself
"You hi,.ve yourself-to
me the most as you can. Waiter girl-Is
the butter
Some one with a turn for statistic 3 has [ W~yland should come to this!''
she in her mind when a door at the farther precious gift the aforesaid world con- bad again1 Matron- No, the meat's
discovered that in France one-half the : wailed.
end of the room was opened, and a tall, tains."
tough.
populatio'.1 live upon agriculture, one"Dared!" he echoed, recklessly; "it handsome man, scarcely thirty years of
''I don't understrnd you."
''Does anything travel faster than
t
th
quarter live by various manufacturing
;vas but the stro.lrn of a pen, after all; age, entered.
"l!uS I speak phiner?
Well,
en, light?" asked the professor.
"Yes, sir,"
industries, one-tenth by commerce, four- and old Glen cross would be a paltrier
"I-I beg your pardon, sir," faltered Lily, give me yourself. I love you, dar- replied the student, "money.,,
"Well,•:
hundredths by the liberal professions, miser than I take him to be if he makes Lilias, all in a flutter, "but I wished to ling, and would fain make you my wife. said the professor dubiously,
''that's
and six-hundredths are rentiers of vari- a fuss about a matter of five hundred see Mr. Glen cross."
Are you content to pay me in this liirht, too.,,
coin?"
~
ous kinds. There are 9,176,000 agricultu- dollars."
"I am Mr. Glen cross."
"Oh, Paulus!" she faltered.
"I never
"You're not the boy you used to be,
rists who are proprietors of the land
"It is the right and the justice of the
"You!"
Lily rose up and sat down
Richard," said the father in a sorrowful
they work. In the m:nes, quarries and tlung," cried Lilias, almost frantically- again, coloring vivid scarlet. This, then, dreamed of so much happiness."
And so Liliai; Wayland's indebtedness
tone.
"What have I done now?"
more important manufactories there ar.i "If we could pa.y him in any way; but I was their "far-off" cousin, and how
"Nothing wrong, my son, but is it posemployed 1,130,000 persons, while the have sold everything that remains of our· widely different from their dreams and was settled most satisfactorily.
sible
you
have forgotten that yesterday
lesser industries employ 6,093,000. There former wealth.
See!" and she looked fancies! Apparently the gentleman saw
was your twenty-first birthday1"
Missing a Chance.
are 789,000 bankers, brokers and whole- round the miserable apartment. "See and pitied her painful confusion, for he
"John," said the wife of a Dakota set- We parted in silence, we parted by night,
sale merchants, 1,895,000 retail dealers how I live l Last night I sat uv until said politely:
On the bank of a beautiful river;
and 1,164,000 hotel-keepers.
The gov- midnight sewmg to have a little money
"May I_ask in what manner I can be tler when he came home from· a trip to
No sound but a gurgle, as out of my sight
town, "old Bill is dead at last."
ernment and commercial employees num- to pay the rent. I have not a jewel left, useful to you?"
Swift she sank with scarcely a shiver.
"Well, that's good-I 'lowed when I
ber 806,000 persol.!s,
nor a trinket."
'•I am Lilias Wayland!" she answered,
The nightingales warbled, the stars swee1Jy
turned him out in the pasture the other
"Oh, bother, Lill! If old Glencross in a tone that was scarcely audible.
shone,
And thou she will rise again never,
Friedrich Siemens, of Dresden, ha- cuts up rough, it is only taking a run
"Wayland!''
.A. shadow, faint yet day that if he didn't die 'fore winter I'd
succeeded in casting glass in the same across the water. I .know lots of ship- distinctly perceptible,
overspread his have to shoot him. It don't pay to keep No sorrow was shown for the life that hacl
flo,vn,
ways as metal is cast and obtaining an captains that would stow me away un- face at that word, and Lilias saw it with a~ss~~it~~as~~dfe~~as
For that cat is silent forever.
article corresponding to cast metal. This der their holds, almost any moonlight a failing heart. She forgot the labored he was. He 'peared extra weak this
cast glass is hard, not dearer jn produc- night."
speech: of palliation and excuse that she mornin'."
Origin of Slanting ltoofs.
''Oh, he didn't die that way-rnma
To find the source from which the
tion than cast iron, and has the ad vanLilias looked despairingly at him. had prepared.
She forgot that he
tage of transparency, so that all flaws Was it, then, impossible to make him was no silver-haired patriarch, but a Chicago hunters came along and shot European nations have ,derived tllc art
can be detected before it is applied to I comprehend the moral obliquity of the I handsome young man, surrounded by all him by mistake."
of building in stone, we must look to
practical use.
It will be much less ex- deed he had just committed?
' the adjuncts of wealth and luxury. She
"Shot him, hey! Well, that.'s blame' the land of the Pharaohs.
From Egypt
posed to injury from atmospheric influ"But I can't stay fooling here," ob- remembered only poor Charley and her smart l How much did you get for him 1" the craft passed to Gree~e, and from the
ences than iron.
The process of pro- served the young man, with a toss of his own sickening idea of debt, disgrace and
"Why, I told 'em it was all right, that Greeks it was taken up by the Romans
du_ction is_not difficult, the chief feature black curls. "I must be off about my ruin; and sinking on her knees at his we wanted him to die."
to be by them disseminated throu"h th~
bemg rapid coolmg.
The hardness and bu:;iness. Good-by, Lill. Give us a feet, she sobbed out her pitiful story.
"Great gosh, woman, don't you know north and west of Europe in the ;rocess
resisting power of this cast glass are so kiss, my girl. Except that yoa're un''He is so young," she wailed, "so nothin' l Why didn't you tell 'em he of colonization.
The similarity, in regreat that exper~ments are now in pro- common foncl of lecturing a fellow, young, surely you will not refuse to give was our family buggy hoss and worth gard to tho constrnctfre parts of the angress at the Siemens glass foundry at you're not a bad sister in the main.,,
him another chance for name and fame! $150 ! Great snakes! it seems as if wo- cient Greek buildin;;s to some of those
Dresden with the purpose of ascertaining
After he had gone, Lillias sat down to I will work and toil for you until the five men never had no bus'ness 'bout 'em found in Egypt of older elate, dfords
whether the material could be employed try and realize the new situation in hundred dollars arc every cent paid. I anyhow! You might just as well of told strong confirmation of the tradition that
for rails on railways.
which she and her brother were placed. will be a servant, a seamstress-what
you 'cm that he was a blooded boss and that he Greeks borrow.!d the art from the
All now depended upon the spirit in please, only promise mo that you will yer husband was county .sheriff, and got Egyptians.
The Greeks, however, in
A New York correspondent details in which Paulus Glcncross should receive not visit him with the penalties of the a hundred dollars of good, honest mon- adopting it aclclcd a ucw feature, the
terestingly an operation performed upon this new encroachment upon his purse law!"
eyl"-Estelline
Bell.
pediment, ancl the reason for this adcliHer voice died into quivering silence,
one Jerry Larkin who had been the vic- <ind patience.
Lincoln's Substitute.
tion is easy to find • E;ypt is practically
tim of a gas explosion. His body was so
Lily had never seen this distant rela- but her eyes still appealed.
"President Lincoln had a substitute in rainless. .A.ll th c protection from tlrn
badly burned that his life was despaired tion, yet she had formed an opinion of
"Rise, Miss Wayland," said the young
the Army," said Noble D. Larner, to the climate required in ,t palace or temple in
of, but with infinite care every burn was him in her inmost mind,as we are all apt man, without a moment's consideration.
Washington Critic reporter, while talk- such a country is shelter from the s1111hy
healed and a thin film of skin was in- to do of unseen persons whom we hear a "I promise that this offence of your
ing over old times in Washington, "and day a nd from th e cold by night, and for
duced to coat it, except the upper part great deal about; and whenever she brother's shall be overlooked for the sake
he was credited to the Third Ward of th is a flat roof, supported by wltll$, or
of the right arm, wh'ch was ulcerated. thought of Mr. Glencross the ima"e of a of the sister who has pleaded so eloquent1
this city. It was in the winter of 1864-5 pillars wi th architraves, is quite sufficient;
All other treatment failing, the physi- hook-nosed old man, yellow-skinned ly for him."
that General Fry, then provost marshal but when, as in all l~uropean countries,
cians resorted to the experiment of sup- and cadaverous, engaged in sorting
"And I-what can I do for you? What
a
plying the flesh which ha::l sloughed off over piles of mortgages or com;ting bags must I do? For if I cannot repay the here, sent for mo and told me that the rain has to be taken into account
slanting roof \)ecomes a necessit,,. :The
,
with flesh from a Newfoundland dog. of gold, suggested itselt to her mental money in some shape or other I shall die President wanted a substitute to go to
the war for him. At the time I was con- Gree!rn, with their eye for symmetry,
The experiment has proYed successful, eye.
of shame and mortification !"
nected with the Third Ward Draft Club provided for this by forming th(: roof
and the arm is gradually regaming the
"But he must be human, at least,''
"I will take the matter into consider0
strength which it seemed at one time ·thought Lily, in the agony of her dis- ation," said Jlfr. Glen cross, gravely, yet the principal object of which was to se~ with a central ridge at ltn obtuse ''L1<Ylc
·
fr_omwhich it sl~p~cl down cqual7y 0,'1
... had forever left it with the sloughing tress.
"If I go to him myself. and tell not without a certain gleam of amuse- cure su b stitutes for members who might
There lived in our ward a either side. The triangular space thus
away of the biceps muscles. Before the him just what poor Charley's necessities ment in the corners of his mouth at the be drafted.
operation was performed Jerry could only were, and how good hearted he is in idea of that pretty, slender creatme ren- son of a clergyman who bore the usual formed a.t the end of the builciino- above
.
the architrave was OCCU\liedby the pedi' raise his hand to his face with the great- spite of all his faults and thoughtles~ness dering up to him the equivalent of the reputat10n given to ministers' sons, and
est difficulty, but can now raise weights -if I say_frankly to him that I h,1ve no five hundred dollars.
"And now, Cous- he was naturally 'a ne'er do well.' This ment, and this part of the facade, which
th
and continues to improve.
money nor jewels to reimburrc him, hut in Lilias-for I believe we may claim re- fellow was desired to represent the Presi- owed its bir to the exigencies of clident,
and
a
check
fr0m
the
·white
House
mate,
was
thenceforth
rco-arded as so esthat I will stay and work for him, as a lationship, although it is somewhat disfor $800 pa bl
t R'
'5 B k
sential to the artistic co;ploteness of the
Ail election tickets in Louisiana mnst servant girl might work in the kitchen, tant--1 shall insist upon you as my guest
''d yat· c a Nighg~
an ' was work that it was said that if a temple
be p:;nted on pn,per furnished by the until I have discharged the horrible for a while. L~t me ring and send for th e consi era ion.
ot mg was ever
heard of the voung man afterwards, but were to ~e erected in the celestial regions,
becrLtary of State, nt five p~r cent. mo1e debt, surely, oh, surely he cannot have my mother!"
than ·H•tnal cost, this little ibm bc,i11g
the heart to refuse.
I can do a great
Mrs. Glencross, a stately old lady in it was gene;ally believed that he was whe_reram would not be possible'.o the
one of the Secretary's perquisites.
~
kill d d .·
th W'ld
.
pediment could not be omitted.-A opullH\!lY things.
I can sew and embroider, black silk and Valencinnes lace, wele
uung
e
1 erness campaign.
Zar Science Monthly.
1
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--.tizens
of Washing-)
'---;;;Jcoran, who has given
t 011_,_f-asmuch as he is now
S'!Va W. Thompson, who is Cunning
Money
- Making
\Vo enterprising
men in the
Schemes
of Some
People.
o.o,,oranis the wealthiest,and
·'di1worth several millions. How Tradesmen Secure Good Customers
; away not Jess than $13,000,by Paying Commissions.
00, 000 in charities, and he is
e time. He began life as a
To be in the commission business is
s father's shoe store. Thomp- considered an honorable calhng, but it
all his money in the plumbing has come to pass that there a class of
, followed by real estate specu- commission men who are not only a
nuisance to their employers, but they
are an ulcer on the nose of honest dealElmira, N. Y., doctor has discoving, quite offensive.
that delicate persons live the long"It happens almost every week," said
and he instances Mr. Tilden as a
a well-known butcher, "that I am apexample of the truth of his hobby.
proached by stewards either of private
rong, robust peop:e say: "Oh, I can
families, hotels, or steamboats, who give
tand anything; nothing will hurt me;"
me to understand that for a quiet 'tip'
'<. and the first thing you know pneumonia
once in a while they will tnrn their emor some such disease takes them off like
ployer's trade to my market."
a .flash. The delicate man or woman, on
"What do you do?"
the contrary, is always guarding against
"If I think the trade is worth haTing I
draughts,
is careful
during
sudden
give the fee. Why not? Others do it,
changes, mindful not to eat what expeand the only way I can fight 'em is with
rience has trrught him docs not agree with
their own weapons.
Why, only the
him, and by such care extends and proother day I had the meat cook in one of
longs life.
The foctor adds that if he
the largest and most fashionable boardwere to found an insurance company he
ing-houses in the city tell me that if I
would accept all the risks rejected by
would give her 5 per cent. commission
the regular insurance companies. Why?
she'd bring me the trade of the house,
Because of the theory that delicate men
whith probably amounts to $20 or $25
live the longest.
a week."
========
"And you didn't take the bid i"
The chief cities of Australia continue
"No; because I have reason to know
to grow at a rate only cqurrlled in this
country.
Melbourne now has a popula- that she couldn't fill the contract."
The reporter's next visit was to one
tion of 835,000; Sidney nearly 250,000;
Adelaide, the capital of South Austra- of the leading grocery stores in the
lia, and Brisbane, principal
city of city, and when the object of bis visit
Queensland, hrrve errch some 50,000, and was made known the proprietor reAuckland (New Zealand) has 60,000. marked: "Yes, I hear of such things
Ten of the biggest cities of the colonies once in awhile. In fact I kicked a
great mealy-mouthed
man out of my
contain one-third of the entire colonial
population.
The discovery of rich gold store one day last winter, who had infields in western Australia has sent any formed me that unless I did the square
number of gold-seekers thither.
The thing with him he would take his emfields are believed to embrace some 4000 ployer's trade to another store. I asked
him what he thought would be square,
square miles. It is thought that their
yield will surpass that of any other part and he replied that I ought to furnish
him with waat groceries and canned
of the insular continent.
The diamond
goods would be used by his family."
fields of NP.wSouth Wales have developed
"That was modest enough."
richly,and they bid fair to rival the fields
"Yes, that was cheap, but I didn't
of Brazil and South Africa. In one
neighborhood 2400 stones, weighing in like the check of the fellow. Those cases
the rough 625 carats, have been got by are rare, but I'll tell you a system not so
four men in a month. The vastness of rare. Cooks and stewards often make
and grocers
the Australian empire seems not yet to bargains with butchers
through the drivtrs of the delivery carts
have been half understood.
and wagons. That's common, and I've
even heard where the drivers make quite
Daniel Webster.
Rufus Choate, speaking of Daniel a little commission in this way."
Webster, said th:tt he never heard him
Next, a visit was paid to a prosperous
make a speech, a great speech, whatever carriage builder and repairer, who didn't
were the topic or the time, that did not hesitate to say that coachmen and hostleave the impression that he loved noth- lers tapped him for tips.
"Only this
ing, desired nothing, so much as the afternoon a hostler came in and asked
good and glory of America; that he knew roe for 50 cents. I knew that he wanted it
no North and no South; that he did not to get a drink, but I gave it to him withseem to summon around him the whole out question, because I know he has the
brotherhood of States and men and hold placing of the horseshoing of a man who
them to his heart. '!'his gave freshness owns three horses."
and energy to rrll his speeches; this set
''How about coachmen 1"
the tune to the universal harmony.
"Well, a little over a year ago I sold a
Even his studies revealed this passion. carriage to a gentleman and got $425 for
He knew American history by heart as a it.
True, I mrrde the sale somewhat
statesman, not as rrn antiquary should through the influence of the coachman,
)Qiow it. The plrrin, noble men, the and I would have been willing to pay
~ aims and hard fortunes of the cohim a sligh commission."
lonial time, the agony and the glory of
"What did he demand ?"
the Revolutionary War, and of the age
"He called around and said he wanted
of the Constitution were all familiar to $25. I offered him $10, and he appeared
him; but chic.fly he loved to mark how insulted. Then I got mad, words folthe spirit of national life wrrs evolvmg lowed, and the meeting ended by my
itself all the while; how the colonies saying I would smash his nose."
grew to regard one nnother as children
"Served him rigli."
of the same mother, and therefore frater"But that didn't end it. About a
nally; how the common d,111ger,the com- month later the man 'who bought the
mon oppre~sion of the ante-Revolutioncarriage came around and hinted that I
ary ancl Revolutionary period scrvecl to had cheated
him; that the wheels
fuse them into one; how the Constitu• wouldn't 'track,' and that it pulled a
tion made them formally one, and how grent deal harder thrrn wlien he first
the grand and sweet and impexial senti- bought it. I asked him to bring the
ment of rr united nationrrl life came at buggy around to the shop, and when he
last to penetrrrte and warm that whole did so I took the wheels off and I found
vast ancl vrrrious mnss and move it as a that the axletree had been wrenched, and
@ou!.-Ben Perley Poore.
by main force, so that the wheel did not
set squarely on it. In this way friction
'fhe New Way to Sleep.
had ground the axletree just "'here the
A medical writer recommends sleeping box hits the shoulder,"
with the feet higher than the head, which
"How do you know 1t was done by
he avers is the only r.itional and proper
main force?"
position during sleep. He knows, be"Because, suspecting that, I told the
cause he has triecl it four yerrrs. Ile finds
employer of the demrrnd the coachman
that he aw:1kes earlier in the morning, had made on me, and he taxed the felfeels more refreshed and is capable of
low with it, at the same time charging
much better work during the drry. The
him with having bent the axle. Then the
brain is better nourished, he says, and
man confessed. That's how I know."the lungs arc bcncfittcc1. After a while Det ·oit Free Press.
1
anol her reformer will turn up advising
-folks to steep stanrling 011 their heads.
Heh>iug Himself First.
"Johnny," said the f,.ther as the boy
Dry Weather.
took a biscuit from the plate, "don't you
Iowa man-Talking about dry wea th er, know that it's impolite to help yourself
·why it's an rrctual fact that in Iowa th e before your elders?"
-watermelons haven't a drop in 'em-have
''Why, pa, mother told me help myto be soaked before we can market 'cm. self before you."
Nebrnska man--Shouldn't be surprised.
"\Vhat do you mean?'' asked the fathWish you could have been ,Yith me on a er,. while the mother looked up with asride I took during the heated term.
tonishment in every feature.
"Rot ch1''
"Why. I heard ma tell Aunt Hannah
'·We{!, I didn't feel it so much, but it, that she ·hoped I wou'.dn't take after you,
·was such a pretty sight to see the corn j ani so I thought I'd take my biscuit
popping in the fields."-Omaha World.: first."
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PHARAOH'S
HOUSE
.

lllarrland, My Jtlnryland.
Point, a boy or
twenty," says Oonfederate Major o•B.' An Interesting
Discovery
in
in the New York Star, "when the war
c'.ouds first began to form. I entered
Lower
Egypt.
1
: ; :;;~;:~:!:~n;r:!oi~::~t::d
Unearthing the Very Place Whm Jere•
Davis. :My sympathies were all strongly
miah Stood and Prophesied.
in favor of the Southern cause. As soon I
--as the State of South Cnrolina left the
Another very curious and interesting
Union I resigned my position m the discovery has been made in the loneliest
Military Academy and hastened
to and dreariest corner of the Delta plain of
Charleston.
I, with some others, was Lower Egypt.
In the land where previset at work superintcndino- the buildino- ous explorers have found only the monof breastworks and afterw:rd the moun;
uments of an extinct faith and the grwes
ing of cannon upon them.
From thes~ of a dead nation, Mr. Flanders Petrie has
brestworks the first shot was fired upon lighted upon the rnins of a royal palace.
Fort Sumpter. After Sumpter was taken The fortu~ate finder of Norcratis has now
I was attached to a regiment of Stone- been working upon a vast mound called
wall Jackson's brigade and with much I Tell Defenneh, which historians have
difficulty joined it. This brigade, form- long identified with the Pelusiac Daphnre
no- a part of Lee's army took part in of the Greeks and the Tahpanhes of the
the march up into Penn~ylvania.. For a Bible. Here he has discovered the ruins
f th t
1
h. h
d
while, as you know,
Lee carried o
a very pa ace to w 1c , as recor ed
• th b k f th p
h J
•h
everythin!!
befor;i
him.
The m
e oo o
e rop et erem1a ,
~
J h
th
f K
b f
d b
Federals were driven back, and most of 11
o th
anan, •t e · son o d erca ' o1!owe
f
d h,y
us young men expected at that time to a
e cap ams an remnant o Ju a
conquer the North in a very few months. brought the fugitive daughters of Zede. h th
d h
d
The ni!!ht before we received our first k-ia , en a et rone captive in Baby~
1
Th. fl. ht f h H h
repulse I well remember. Our camp was t on.k I is igb o t e e rew princesses
well supplied with provisions by our 00 pace a out 585 B. C., during th e
fora!!ing
Ra,
~ parties, and our successes had reign
11 d ofH Ua-a.b_
h
d whom
h G the Hebrews
made the future seem bright.
ca e
op ra an t e reeks A.pries.
th e fugitives
"The song 'Maryland, My Maryland' The Pharaoh received
had just reached the army, and all kiu d ry. To th e mass of th e Jewish imthrough the camp on this night the re- migrants he gave tracts of lau d , to th e
frain could be heard,
The Federals daughters of Zedekiah, his former ally,
he assigned this royal palace, which the
were very near us; so near that the pick- Bible calls "Pharaoah's
House in Tahets of the opposing armies could often panhes."
see one another, but the camp of the
Although this part of the Delta is now
enemy was very quiet.
Far into the & wilderness, half marsh, half desert,
niglit our men sang:
over which no traveller ever passes, it
"The Northern foe is on thy shore,
was at the time when these events took
Maryland! my Maryland!
place a rich pastoral district, fertilized
Her torch is at thy temple door,
by the annual overflow of the Nile. In
Maryland! my Maryland!
the midst of mud swamps have lon!!
"When the morning dawned thebattle
~
which was to decide so much began been observed some groups of ruins, to
again, and we were forced from our po- one of which was attached the name of
sition and obliged to fall back. All day the Castle of the Jew's
Daughter.
long the fight was waged, but the Fede- Hearing this from his natives, Mr. Petrie

''I was at West

;:::~::!
I

t~~~

::e:

sword handle, some scale armor, bro.nze
rings, amulets, beads, seals, and especi•
ally two rings, engraved with the titles
of a priest of Amen, have been found,
and many small tablets with inscriptions.
Mr. Petrie has looked diligently for
the stones which Jeremiah hid am'>ng the
brick work, and some unhewn stones
have been dug out from below the surface, but to identify them positively
would, of course, be impossible unless
the prophet had previously inscribed
them, which is unlikely.
Egyptian inscriptions say that Ncbuchadnez:iar did
come to Tahpanhes, and spread out his
pavilion on that very spot, as foretold in
Jeremiah's prophecy. but they say that
he was defeated; Babylonian inscriptions state that he conquered, and tho
truth is hard to cletermine.-Picayune.
A Toothacbe Remedy.
I always did havo a scientific turn. So
does the implement which imparts the
circular motion to a grindstone, though I
am unable to say which is the greater

success as a crank. Among other symptoms of genius which are rapidly developing in me, I occasionaily wrap myself in
impenetrable gloom and other wearing
apparel and wrestle with a redundant
and conspicuous toothache.
Having deposited so many incisors, biceps and molars
with gentlemen of leisure, who make a.
business of collecting such bric-a-brac, I
began to fear that I should soon be compelled to live on codfish balls and mush
the remainder of my days. What wonder,
then, that the following from the London
Electrician attracted my attention:
''If
a thin piece of zinc be placed on one
side of the gum and a silver coin on the
other side, with the aching tooth between
them, and then the edges of the metals
brought together, a weak, galvanic current will be estnblished that will cure
the pain."
I immediately gathered up
my wife's washboard, and cut a piece of
zinc from it. She made a vigorous protest, but when a man has a tooth in his
mouth that is dissatisfied with the man-

;~!:n
::;p
to:as s;~:td
f::
:us;:~:ax::e!~:~
;:!e:;:
i:t~~~i~ agement of affairs his ?t~er trou~les are
th
night the Confederate soldiers did not gent labor which he has bestowed upon as naugh_t. After obtammg
e z~c the
I ·th
t
·th
·t bl
d
next thmg was to get the com. A
feel much like singing, and it was the 11 as me w1_ SUI ~ e rewar • ~ ot thorough investigation
of my assets
Federals' turn
Arrain the camps were only the architectures
structure, but its f . 1 d t O
t .
I
1
10
very near to;~the;
and the words, of' history also has been rescued from obliv- • ai e
revea even a
cen piece, so
"
'
' fon
went out and borrowed that amount
many of the Ncrthern son,,.s came very
Th b ild.
t fi
h
f
f.
d I
h
I 1 "d th
destinctl
to u,.
'The S~ar S a.n.,Jed
e u mg was a rs: a strong old,
~om a ri~n • n my urry
a1
_i,
Banner, ~America, 'John Brown'; Bod , quadrangular, lofty,_ mass1:v-e,like a cas- pie~e of zmc where I could_ not find 1t
and m;n others ~ere suno-. There
tie keep. It con tamed sixteen square a~au:..
I cut another piece fro~ _the
.
Y
.
"'
rooms on each .floor, both the outer and crippled washboard, the tooth r1g1dly
a silence for some time and then to our
t·r
b •
dh •
h
h b •
d
1
II
intense dis"ust
we h;ard our o~n ne-i par ion
w~ s
emg ?f en~rmous a . earmg t~ t e ac e us1~ess, an my
:'
'.
strength.
It 1s, of course, impossible -to wife protestmg; but somethmg had to
thi
song sung m
s way:
guess of how many stories it was origi- be done, and that something I heroically
"Ohl Beauregard and Longstreet, Lee!
nally composed, but it is of its fallen attempted to do. Placing the zinc and
Maryland! my Maryland!
stones
that
the
mound
is made. coin as directed, I let them touch below
nd
8to
A
newall Jackson, where is he!
This
stronghold
was
built
by the tooth. Jeminy crickets! A. thousand
Maryland! my Maryland!
Their coat tails streaming in the bree:i»
Psammeticus
I,
as
is
prov ad toothaches at once! It was over in a
Is all the loyal soldier sees.
by
the
deposits
marked
with second, and the tooth ao longer ached;
Far better that than adorning trees!
the royal name and titles, placed under but the dime-oh, where was he1 Half
Maryland! my Maryland!
the foundation walls. There were found way down my throat and marching on.
. "Our men were too disgusted and tired also the libation vessels, specimens of I hrrd promised to return the dime in
to reply, and after that night we began ores, bricks, the bones of the ox aud half an hour, bnt under the circumstanour long retrent, nnd the two camps were bird sacrificed at the time and a series of ces it wrr, impossible, and my friend
never again very close together."
fablets with inscriptions.
The rooms in now regards me as a fraud.
Hang those
the castle were lined with slabs of fine new fongled remedies, anyhow 1-Goodall's Sun.
Tlle Dnlle's Affliction.
lime stone, covered with hieroglyphic3,
I enjoyed the distinguished
privilege full of captives and the like, delicately
Potatoes Ren,cly reeled.
of riding down to Babylon in the next carved and painted.
These are now
An American gentleman residing in
seat to two dudes of the most lustrou~ \ splintered and ruined, as the castle was France writes: Potato culture is likely
first water the other d,1y. In the course burned as well as battered down, and to receive an new impetus since the plan
of a conversation that reminded me of very few objects of value were therefore of selling them peeled, sliced rrnd dried,
the eloquent buzzing of .flies, they fell to to be recovered.
But the basements re- like certain fruits, seem to hit the trrste
talking of a mutual friend who, as far main in very perfect condition, and in of the export market.
'l he drying of
as I could make out, was suffering from the basement were the kitchen, butler's the potatoes crrn follow the periocl of
a severe afliiction. Finally it came out pantry and scullery, and these clorncstic dessication of fruits. The method obthat the afliiction consisted in the loss offices become of great interest when viates decay and germination of the
of his pet Skye terrier that had been run they form part of an E 6 yptain palace tuber, ancl occupying a less volume
over by a cab.
2550 vears old. 'l'he kitchen of Pharaoh's
transport will be cheaper and less diffi''He must have been al! broken up," hous; in Tahpanhes is a big room which cult. The potatoes arc peeled by maobserved one of my neighbors.
"He served for dressers. Ttere were 14 larrre chinery; next carefully was heel, sliced
thawt so much of the. little beg~aw."
jars, and two large .fiat dishes, standi~g: into rounds, and left for 20 minutes in a
"He took on ten:ibly,". replied the I unharmed in their places, amid the gen- strong solution of kitchen salt. The
other.
"We bwoke 1t to him as gently 'eral
destruction.
A
stone
corn urine induces firmness in the slices and
as we could, prrw fellow, and he gave us crusher,
a
large
iron
knife, prevents their changing color--thus
sesuch a look, and then called faw a cig- weights
and three small iron spits curing what sul.phnr does for fruits.
awettc."
were found in this room. In the butler's
Later the cuttings are left to drain,
The pathetic picture affected me s pantry, adjoining, were 110 iron jars, but placed in the drying apparatus on hurdle
deeply that I bad to go into the smoker hundreds of jar lids and plaster stoppers, shelves and submitted to a temperature
to conceal my grief.-New
York News.
some stamped with the royal ovals of varying
from 176 to
Hl4 degrees
Psamrneticus and some with those of Fahrenheit.
They must remain a little
Wllat Sile Was 'l'hinking About.
Necho, his successor. The empty jars, longer in this hot bath than fruit. BeIle was rather sentimental, and he and with quantities of other pottery, mostly fore usmg the 6Jiccs have to be steeped
his friend were in the park.
A little broken, were piled in a sort of rubbish
twelve to fifteen hours in water, when
way off two ladies were seated. One of closet outside, :rnd next was a small they will become as fresli and as .fiavory
room,
sacred
to
the
scullery
maid
or
them was very pensive and extremely
as new potatoe~.
-------It contained a recess with
pretty.
She was resting her cheek on dishwasher.
Look l ng After the Scalp.
her hand, and her eyes were full of far- a sink, a bench to stand things upon
Many think that by cutting the hair
off contcmpl:J.tion.
and recesses in the walls by way of
But this
"She is pretty, isn't she1" said he. shelves. The sink was formed of a short they increase its growth.
is doubtful.
Women rarely become bald;
"By Jove, I'm falling in love with that large clay jar with the bottom knocked
yet they never cut their hair as do men.
girl. I wonder who the fellow is she's out and filled with broken potsherds
1,foy not their immunity from a shining
thinking abouO I s:1y, wouldn't it be placed on edge. The water ran through
pate be partly due to the fact that they
pleasant to think a pretty girl like that this and then into more broken pots
do not patroniz(l the bnrber, •nor wear
could sit and dream about you as she's below, placed one in another, all bottom1 ight
head-gead
If in early life our
dreaming about sombody? Let's walk less,going down to the clean sand below.
The potsherds were clogged with fish- young men would look after their scalps,
past and look at her."
even while they do not appear to need
So they walked slowly past. The bones.
In other chambers were found numbers attention, it might save them the trouble
mrriden was still wrapt in contemplation,
nnd as they passed, her compm.i.rn said. of early Greek vases, ranging from 550 of looking after them in sorrow at a later
quite distinctly:
_ B. C., to 600 B C., some very finely period, wlien it will not do much good.
'·Now, Emily, this is all foolishness. \ painted wi_th harpies, sphinxes, dancers If they do not the time will come when
Let's go in to Dr.--,
and let him take J and the like; nearly all, however, were we shall have a race of humau beings.
the tooth out. "-San Francisco Chronicle. I broken, but some • can be mended.
A without ha1r.-Boston B1td~et.
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OUR PUZZLE CORNER.
r .-TRANSPOSITION.
Transpose important portions of a wagon, and have endeavors;
again, and have
forms; again, and have a complete sentence telling what I now do.

B. C.
2.-SCATTERED

SHAKESPEAREANISM.
I

4 8

I never could find a good reason
Why sorrow unbidden should stay,
And all the bright joys of life's season
Be driven unheeded away.
-George P. Morris.
2 3 12
Go and toil in thy vineyard;
Do not fear to do or dare;
If you want a field of labor,
You can find it anywhere.
-E. H. Gates.

5 6
Don't crowd the good from out your heart
By fostering all that's bad,
But give to every virtue room,The best that may be had.
-Charles Dickens.

7

And lo! she had changed in a few short
hours,
Her bouquet had become a garland
of
flowers.
-'). Pierpont.

9

the corn, which is sifted to rid it of pieces
of cob, husks or silk, and then weighed.
Mr. Chas. Ellis is foreman of the cutting
room, and A. Delano is weigher.
Del. has
a soft job, we should judge, sitting in a
comfortable
chair by the scales, giving
each man credit for the weight of his corn.
He styles himself the chairman.
The corn
then goes to the press, where the bright
new cans are filled just so full, wiped dry,
and passed on to the sealing room, G. F.
Corliss, foreman.
Here the aperture
is
covered with a round piece of tin and sealed air tight with common solder. To the
bath room next, when: C. S. Page is foreman. The cans are placed in large square
trays and lowered into a tank of boiling
water.. After cooking a certain length of
time the cans are taken from the water, a
small hole punctured in the top to allow
the steam, etc., to escape. After again
sealing they are returned to the bath and
cooked for several hours, or cooked by
steam in the "retort"
before described.
When done the cans are cooled in the open
air, or with a shower of cold water from
the hose, then set up in long tiers in the
store house. Before shipping to dealers
the cans are burnished, labeled and packed
in boxes. Here is Herbert Swett nailing
together boxes for that purpose.
On the second floor of the main building
is the stock and machinery for making

BATH, Me., Sept. 17.
The trial of Geo. Lyons for illegal use
of the United States mails, was commenced
Friday afternoon in t.he U. S. District
Court at Bath, before Judge Webb.
He
plead "not
guilty."
The prisoner
is
charged
with obtaining $75 from Mrs.
Dike of Dennysville, by writing her from
Portland that her son was dead, when he
was not, and she sent the money to have
his body sent home. Milla.} is counsel for
Lyons.
Eugene Bryant of Hartford, Me., pleaded "not guilty" to selling liquor without
having paid the special U. S. tax. The
jury went out at noon.
Verdict,not guilty.
First mate Gallagher of the schooner
Jennie Hurlburt, recognized for appearance
from day to day in the sum of $200, for alleged brutality to sailors.
Passenger train No. 3 out bound on the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul road was
ditched by a misplaced switch Saturday
night about II o'clock.
It is reported several lives were lost.

the ,vest, but all members of the fraternity will protest most vigorously and emphatically against wearing this style.
Cuffs are much worn this season.
The
fashionable style is terracotta
in color.
The beard is worn full and untrimmed
while in the rural districts.
It is permissible, however, to shave if you can discover a barber who will trust you, but no
thorough t_ourist will ever permit himself
to pay for 1t.
As a tourist dies every week, it is now
stylish t~ wear the finger_-nails long and
dressed 111 deepest mournmg.
This innovation will cause but little inconvenience
to the fraternity.
Collars are worn more reversibly and
chalked the same as last season.
A tuft of hair projecting through the
crown of the hat gives a bizarre effect.
Mis-match suits ai-e much affected by
the bea1t monde this season.-E.
G. Downs,
in Peck's Sun.
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TIME-TABLB' "R. 'R.
GOING

SOUTf\

Lve, A, M,-Mxn MAr.•Sil,
Gilbertvilie,
I 9 oo o 'T1-\•
Canton,
4 15 9 10 "'P :,.,r-iL
';i,~~W;,rrfoad, 4 351 25 ~~,::.
9
East Stunner, 4 5ol 9 32 ~•;'. "·,"!~
;~cakfi:)'ct'd, 5 20 9 4,3 we,o ~ ; 0
S 351 9 58 ;*BPaa~ctk~·<,rJ
*Bearce R'd,
10
We st 1l~r1~e. 5 5oIO .;!,~~~~;;,,
:,7
fee,~7;t:i~•F'ls ~ :~ :~ :; fi:~~f~~:, 52
r. M. *Fuller Rod,
12 0 5 Canton[arrivl
Portla nd '
/
Boston,
1 15~ertville,_j
*Trains stop only on signal.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
br!nTl'c;:J;:,~:~~\~~l~~:'with
mail train,!
A-r BucKFIELD.-Daily, with mail train,
f~\'.tt~f;~i~'.satrt~:~tI~:~~~;r\
No. Bu,
AT CANTON.-Daily,with mail train, for Em
Peru 5 miles, VVest Peru IO miles,Dixfield 10 miles,

;f:~~~;t!:~•
!~

!~~\\~~·-

Mexico 15 miles, Rumford Falls 17 miles, Roxburv
21 miles,llyron
25 miles,Iloughton's
30 miles,
Afso for Brittun's l\1ills, Livermore, 5 miles.
AT GrLBERTVILLE.-Daily,
with mail train, for
Canton Point I 1-4 miles,

L. L. LINCOLN, SuPT,

Captain Duggal of the Tenth Infantry,
who has been operating in the field against
the Apaches, will go with his command to
Union near the Mexican border.
This removal shows that military authorities consider the Indian troubles over.

Remember

I have spent for medicine to cure my Rheumatism
"-ithout finding any relief until I tried

ATID..OPHO-

1 have taken six bottles of ATHLOPHOROS
and I nm now a. well man." So writes Mr, E. p ABX~
RUBs:r, Woon!!()Cket, R. L
BOB.

the best place

to get your

5c Prints

is

At the BrickStore,

Take care of the moments; for life's but a
span;
From nll over the country coma eimilttr testimonials
Then carefully hoard them, 0 vain,dreamwhere you will find a large stock of
~fe~~~e~f
!:e~~t~fm
b:!~
cans. This factory makes most of the cans
An American deserter from the Mexican
ing man!
neuralgia,
No other remedy has been discovered
-')'. L. Eggleston.
used here, employing several hands near- army, who was under arrest at New Laret3at is a. real cure for either of these terrible disenses. Athlophoros
is not an experiment it ha.a
IO 14 15
ly the year round.
do, Mex., has been released out of custody
been tried and its value proved
by thous~nds of
He lives who lives to God alone,
people all over the United States. No remedy has
So we leave the busy crew, just closing to the United States.
Big drive on Gent's
Canvas B. B.
ever been put on the market th1t has brought such.
And all are dead beside;
up the season's canning, with thanks to
universal
relief
to
sufferers
from
rheumatism
and
An important convention
will be held
Boots at 85 cts.
Boys' ditto, 75 cts.
For other source than God is none,
neur.:i.lgia. Athloohoros
is absolutelys.:i.fe totaka
Mr. Ingersoll and the courteous
book- by the Protestant Episcopal church of Am,vhence life can be supplied.
Gent's
Serge
Prince
Albert,
85 cts.
snd will surely brillg relief. If you doubt its merits
-Cowper.
sa::id for nrunes of persons b. your own State who
keeper, Mr.J. C. Swasey, for favors shown. erica in Chicago, the sixth of next month.
Gent's Dress Lace Button
and Conhave been cured by its use.
II
Ask your dru.,gist for Athlophoros.
If yoa
gress, $1.75, $2.00 ana $2.50.
Matters will be discussed that will have a
Press on! surmount the rocky 3teeps,
c.'.!nnotget it of him we will Eend it ex.press paid on
L1rge
stock
of those
warranted
direct bearing on the future of the church.
r""t:0ipt of regular price-S 1.00 per bottle.
We
A little pamphlet of 70 pages, containing
Climb boldly o'er the torrents arch;
prefer that you buy it from your drnf(gist, but if
Kids at $.2, and many other grades.
He fails alone who feebly creeps;
a number of "Letters from an Engineer on
le hasn't it do not be persuaded to try somethinc
A
dispatch
from
Rome
states
that
CarAlso the
He wins who dares the herves march.
else, buo order at once from us as directed.
the Panama Canal," which has just made dinal Jacobini, the Pontifical Secretary of
Park Benjamin.
ATHLOPHOROS
CO.,112WALL
ST.,NEW
YOP.K.
its appearance in Paris, is likely to have State, is s_eriously ill.
13
anything but a good effect 0¥1 .'If. de LesHowe'er it be, it seems to me
l\Ir. James Baillie Hamilton, ,yho marseps' prospects of obtaining another popu'Tis only noble to be good;
ried Lady Evelyn, fourth daughte1· of the
--AND-Kind hearts are more than coronets,
lar loan for the completion of his enterDuke of Argyll, has sailed from England
And simple faith than Norman blood.
prise. The writer gives a doleful account
-Tennyson.
for Boston, accompanied by his wife and
of the way in which the work of digging
Each stanza contains by number the
FUNK & WAG NALLS, Publishers,
You can hardly keep house
without
Mr. James Russell Lowell.
the canal is mismanaged and the millions
word or words used in forming a quotation
10-12 Dey Street, New York.
it.
You will always find a full line,
A steamship has been wrecked in Belle
from Shakespeare.
squandered.
Half the way from Colon to
Published Every Thursday.
Per year, and sold at Rock Bottom,
at the
Cattle, oak doors, spars, bedPanama, he says, no signs whatever are Isle Strait.
$r·oo;per
copy, 3 cts.
3.-DIAMOND.
~
visible of excavations, though plenty of ding and cabin furniture have been driven
r, A letter.
LEADERS
IN UNI- ) t
ashore.
The ship has not yet been identi- TEMPERANCE
rust-laden
steam
engines
lie
half
embedded
;~,,
2, Obscure.
SON.
in the soil. He gives a picturesque
de- fied and there is no telegraphic communi3, A Scripture proper name.
"THE' VorcE has become the leading
cation with the Strait.
4, Represented.
temperance journal of the World.
I feel
scription of the gambling hell at Panama,
5, A French measure.
in a room of the Grand Central Hotel,
At the \Vatertown, N. Y., fair, a wed- compelled to declare it the ablest agitator
6, Luminous bodies passing through
of the drink question ever published."where large sums of money are lost every ding outfit and $500 in goods were offered A:•el Gustafson, author of "The Foundathe air.
night by contractors and employees of the to any couple who would be married on tion of Death," London, England.
7, A French measure.
8, An abbreviation of a word meaning company.
The hospital, he states, ,yas the grounds.
The offer was taken by Chas.
"'Ve have had no such temperance
pato set forth.
formerly well kept, but since it has been L. Corey and Carrie B. Clark, who were per before in all the years of work for the
9, A letter.
temperance
cause."-Hon.
Neal
Dow.
handed over to the bishop of Panama, its married on an elevated platform before
"I am profoundly interested
in THE
condition
bas become deplorable.
The 10,000 people.
ANSWERS
NEXT
WEEK.
VorcE. It is• clear, concise and cultured."
plant of the company cost $40,000,000, and
John Charlesworth,
aged 20, of Ports- -Miss Frances E. TVillard.
of it has been permitted.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES OF LAST WEEK. three-fourths
mouth, N. H., committed suicide Saturday
"TIIE VorcE is conducted with remarkOn any kind of security
an<l good
through neglect, to become unfit for use. by shooting himself with a pistol.
Motive able energy and ability."-')'udge
Nuah
promissory
notes.
r..:_The city was pure gold like unto
On
each
engineer
or
official
sent
from
Euunknown.
Davis.
clear grass ... and His servants shall serve
rope an outlay of about $5000 is made. FiHim, and they shall see his face.-Rex.
Proneness to heart disease, believed to
•·The ablest Prohibition
paper."-A.
')'.
U. !::i.Government
Bonds.
XXI: 18, and XXII: 3, 4.
".futkins, D. D.
Foreign
Redemption
Bonds
nancially, things are as jolly as possible
be largely due to cigarette smoking,cames
2.DOR
A
"THE
VorcE
is
splendidly
conducted.''
for every one but the stockbolder.-Bosto,,
sold on monthly
payments.
Large
OVEN
the rejection of many of the boys who ap- -')'ohn B. Finch.
Herald.
RE
IN
''It ought to be taken in every home."premiums
for small investors.
ply for examination as naval apprentices.
ANNA
:fohn
P.
St.
')'oh11.
Reliable
correspondents
wanted
The temperance and labor ticket in Can3."THE VorcE is decisive and incisive."everywhere.
::...iberal inducements.
There are books among the best which ada, will make a third party.
We see but dimly through the mist and
')'oseph Co1Jk.
are, in various degrees and ways, of evil
___
____
_ __
vapors,
__
Address
for full particulars,
Amid these earthly damps,
influence, says the Q.!Jarterly Review, and
FASHIONS
FOR TRAMPS.
·VIEWSOFTI-IEOPPOSITIONPRESS.
G. W. FOSTER,
Banker,
What seems to us but sad funereal tapers
should be read with cauti0n and reserve.
__
"The ProhibitionistF,
at last, have a paMay be heaven's distant lamps.
42 Broadway,
New York.
It is as
To yield one's self to the enjoyment of an
Hats this season will be worn with open per of which they can be proud.
live, able, dignified and generall v well-conentertaining book may be as foolish as to crown and the brim more or less depress- ducted paper, a;; ever party had for its oriHonest Goods at Honest Prices.
CORN CANNING AT CANTON.
give one's self into the hands of an untried
gin. Its virility, endurance and resources
t.ti>J ~
'I/
,&
Jfl'rl
agreeable companion.
Ability to please ed.
are really wonderful."-Bosto11
Daily HuKs ~ ~ f£I (!J;Hlff!S C!lb"'~ (/}s ~
300,000 CANSTHIS SEASON.
is to these incautious subjects of it a most
The general costume will affect a gener- ald (Independent
Republican.)
LIV~t:RMORE
dangerous influence, and books as well as al appearance of neglige which is quite
"THE VorcE is the best edited and most would announce to th., citizensof'Brittun's
The TELEPHO:"l'Edropped in at the \Vin- men when most attractive should be treat- charming.
thorough journal of the class ever printed ;.\1ills and vicrnity that they have in stock
J,:for11iug a full line of
slow Packing Co. 's establishment at Can- ed wa,·ily. In Rabelais and Swift,in FieldTrowsers are worn quite long-in
fact, in th i, country. "-Rochester
Republican.)
ton the other day, and recorded the follow- ing and Smollett, coarse manners must be a good while, unless the "old clo'" busi- Herald (Independent
"Our able and pugnacious
contemporDry
Goods,
Groceries,
ing items of interest to all our readers .. reprobated.
In George Eliot's
novels, ness is brisk.
the New York VOICE."- New rork
Patent
Medic1·nes
Mr. J. H. Ingersoll has been foreman of with exceptions, and in "Jane Eyre," there
The fashion of wearing a splinter in lieu ary,
Sun (Democratic.)
this factory for several years, and very is a subtle taint that is unwholesome
to of a suspender-button
is now out of date,
"THE VorcE is the most dangerous Pro- and Fancy
Goods, Cheap .for Cash.
popular with the help as well as with the the unguarded
reader.
Thackeray,
too, a horse-shoe nail now being considered
hibition paper in this country. "-CincinCountry Produce taken in exchange for
nati Southwest (liquor paper.)
company.
Mr. Ingersoll kindly showed frequently compels us to associate with th e correct th ing.
goods, at market prices.
One price to all
"THE VOICE is the only live Prohibition
the scribe about and answered all the ques- evil company;
and, while admiring the
The hair is worn very long this season
persons, under the same circumstances.
paper
in
the
country."-Detroit
Public
tions we could ask, and many more we writer's skill, the reader should keep well and with a decided tendency to disorder,
Please
call
and
ask
prices.
3-38
Leader (liquor paper.
never thought of.
outside of almost every group in Thack- which lends a picturesque air to the face.
TIIE VOICE
First he showed us a "retort,"
which eray's novels.
The rumor that soap and water would and TELEPHONE will he sent to any address
be extensively used this season by the one year, post-paid. for $2.00.
the company has put in new this season.
Address
TELEPHONE, Canton, Me.
perigrinating fraternity proves to be withIt is a big cast iron oven or chest in which
TRUE AS GOSPEL.
out foundation.
the corn is cooked by steam-a
process by
The fashionable coat this season, as herehich it is claimed that the corn is whiter
st rangers measure th e character, prosand nicer than when boiled, as usual. Ontofore, will be the high-cut ministerial,
.r'\.competant man for Oxford County, to canvass
in Maine devoted
which will be worn close-buttoned
to the Is the only publication
and take orders for HOWE'S PATENT AD.
ly part of the product this season has been f,~:i::::a;:::T/~:ep;:r:s
:~;:~n~~,::entirely to Bee-Culture.
It is a monthly.
cooked by this process, but another season paper as a rule is as good as the support throat during the full-moon period to con- full of interesting and instructive reading. 1~:t~~NJgEg~~~~~~r,~tf~~:rr◊c:.1~n~~RET~~~;
6tf
It is allowable, The subscription price is only so cents a and Outfit free. Address
this method may be used altoge th er.
given its editor will permit, and he is ex- ceal the absence of a shirt.
ORRIN P. HOWE & CO., Augusta, Me.
Sample copies free. Adhowever, to wear them open during and year in advance.
The Canton factory is excelled by none pected to do a large amount of work for
immediately after the dark of the moon, if dress JOU RN AL, Thomaston, Me. 3m36
in the State for quality of goods, and this the public which often tax his slender rethe wearer has been able to discover a
season's pack is better than the average. sources to the utmost, and for which no
loaded clothes-line.
There have been employed at this fac- one seems to think he ought to be paid.
On Pron1.is,.;ory
N o'tes.
Tourists who hunt watermelons
and
--AT-tory during the season just closed, from No class of men in the country work so
\VANTED-Notes of well rated business men
chickens after sunset should note the fact
1
1
1
75 to 300 hands, including huskers.
Let hard for so little pay as do the country ed- that the latter are still served with the
f~r$~:~ ,~~hsti·i ~;,~~~1~ fi~1~~~!;1
us '·go through the mill," following the itors, and yet much of the prosperity of nrnal bull-d'og-and-shot-gun
given, settlements made. Correspondents
wanted.
dressing on
G. W. FOSTER, Banker,
process of the corn.
the villages of New England is directly the side.
40 Broadway, New York.
The farmer drives in with a load of ears, due to their illy paid newspapers.
Many
There is no change in the style of "strikbroken from the stalks as they stand in the merchants say they cannot afford to adver- ing the back door for a hand-out."
fielcl, and unloads under a shed provided tise, but could they afford to have their
It is now e11regle to wear one boot and
:BuckfieldVillage, Me,
for shelter to the huskers.
M. A. Waite newspaper blotted out?-Aroostook
Her- one shoe, instead of a slipper and an over.A.t Gilbertville, i\fe.,near railroad crossing.
One
5
Ofliee
at Residence
is "boss" of the ya1·d, and be labels that ald.
shoe, as heretofore.
The leg of the trou- ~~~;~f~~i~te~le,::1~:t~\:~t~/at~7~i:~
apply at Canton House, to
load with the owner's name. The happy
sers should be worn inside the boot-leg, as particulars
Where al orders should be left, and his
6tf
N. L. MEANDS, Canton, Me.
huskers, including many women and childwhereabouts
ascertained.
.
3-9
The anti-saloon
republican
convention
it gives quite an appearance of chic to the
en, gather around the heap with baskets, which met in Chicago Sept. 16, declared traveler when entering a new town.
OHNP.SWASEr,
tripping the husks and breaking
the in favor of enforcement of all laws for the
It is no longer a la mode to sleep in a
Attorney
x Counsellor
at Law,
ELIAS
KEENE,
PROP'R,
snouts" from the ears. Their compensa- restriction and suppression
of the liquor city bastile, but rather to secure a first-floor
tion is 4 cents per basket-besides
having traffic, and demanC:ed that the republican
room in a hay-stack, thus securing hot and
l.:anton, Me.
No. Turner,
Maine.
jolly time, apparently.
The corn is then pai·ty take a decided stand against the sa- cold air, water and light, to say nothing
al'l"iecl to the cutting machines, where the 10011. For 300 hundred to adopt such res- of plenty of room and a fine view of the
Ample room and first-class
acc0mars are forced one by one through a set olutions as those, would seem to indicate adjacent grounds.
RowELL & CO'S
of knives so arranged that the cob comes that the majority of the party were not
Ties are out of date, e~cept those made ft'.i-':!E~:~~r~\~~:l;.;;~sing Bureau (10 Spruce modations.
out minus corn. A tray beneath catches fully cummitted to Prohibition.
YORK
of hemp, which continue all the rage in tisingcontracts_may NEW
be ma.de for 1t in
■
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